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By Avian Carrasquillo
M A N A G I N G  E D I T O R
On the infamous day of Sept. 11,
2001 while a nation was in a state of
shock, a rookie university presi-
dent just 41 days into his term was
faced with the unexpected task of
uniting a campus community. 
Two years later, interim
President Lou Hencken’s remem-
bers how his day unfolded and how
Eastern banded together when it
needed to most.
“I told my children I know exact-
ly where I was when John Kennedy
was killed, and they could never
understand because they weren’t
alive then and they don’t know how
it gripped the country,” Hencken
said. “ 9/11 was something that lit-
erally gripped the country, so I
know where I was, I know what I
did; I will always remember that
day.”
Hencken said before the attacks
on the World Trade Center, he
never thought such destruction
could happen in the United States.
“Every time you would turn on
the news and you would see a ter-
rorist would attack somewhere, in
most cases being Israel or some-
where else in the middle east or
Europe, and we were sort of
immune to this,” he said. “Well I
think I felt how a lot of Americans
felt; that we were immune to this.
“Then all of a sudden it changed
our feeling of security and we real-
ized that the free society we live in
that such things are possible.
Americans I don’t think tolerate
being stopped on the road and hav-
ing our cars checked for bombs.
We lived in a very free society 9/11
suddenly brought everything to
realization.”
He said he heard the news of the
Sept. 11 attacks over breakfast
with Charleston Mayor Dan
Cougill.
“The waitress came up and said,
‘Did you hear that an airplane just
hit one of the towers of the World
Trade Center?’ What I thought of at
the time was that maybe a small
plane had hit it,” he said.
Hencken said they were close to
finishing breakfast and turned on
the radio once in the car.
“We turned the radio on to see
what we could hear, and we got a
station and someone was saying I
can’t believe this the north tower
has just fallen, and I just thought
‘Oh my God!’,” he said. “So we got
back to campus and found a TV sta-
tion over near Pemberton Hall
because that was the closest place
we could find downstairs in the
basement in the TV room. There
were 15 – 20 students all sitting
without saying a word, just glued
to the TV set.”
Hencken said he and university
administrators called an emer-
gency management meeting after
deciding that in a time of crisis,
what people want to see most are
their leaders.
“So what we did was we met with
the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News (ITALICS), we met
with people from WEIU. We
walked around the campus, we
were very visible, we planned an
event that evening in the (union)
Grand Ballroom, but I think we
were all in a state of shock going
through it.”
Hencken said he and others
started thinking what could be
done to avoid terrorist attacks at
Eastern.
“The world changed,” he said.
“When we were debating whether
or not to cancel classes we thought
about the students’ best interest.
“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”
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Defense wins 
championships
Or, at least, that’s what Panther football is betting
on this season.
Page 1B F A L L  S P O R T S  G U I D E
Eastern plans nothing for 9/11 anniversary
Kevin Sampier 
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R  
Eastern does not plan to hold a
memorial service Thursday for the
anniversary of Sept. 11, 2001,
choosing instead to hold memorials
on a five or 10 year basis. 
After a meeting with several
university administrators, it was
decided that no plans to commem-
orate the anniversary would take
place, said
S h i r l e y
Stewart, vice
president for
S t u d e n t
Affairs.
“We talked
about it at the
staff meeting,” Stewart said.  “The
consensus was we had done major
events in the past and it was impor-
tant for people to move forward. 
“We felt it was more appropriate
to have a memorial at 10 year
increments for that event so peo-
ple don’t fall back into that sense of
depression,” Stewart said.  “We
don’t want to forget it but we do
need to move forward.”  
Other Illinois universities opted
to hold a memorial service, with
events planned at Southern Illinois
University, Northern Illinois
University, the University of
Illinois Champaign and Illinois
State University.
Eastern’s meeting to plan for
Thursday was composed of the
directors in charge of financial aid,
health services, the counseling
center, housing, textbook rental,
judicial affairs, career services,
legal services and the chief of
police, Stewart said.  
“They’re the ones, for the past
two years, who have coordinated
programs for the remembrance of
the 9/11 occurrence,” she said.  
Last year’s program included a
power point video presentation and
singing by Eastern chorus mem-
bers, while on the day of the event,
students and campus ministry
prayed in the South Quad, Stewart
said.  
Even though Eastern won’t hold
a formal service, Stewart encour-
File sharing
will be slowed
by ITS software
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By Colin McAuliffe
S T A F F  W R I T E R
With the recording industry cracking down harder
nationally on file sharing users, Eastern students are
being warned about the dangers of file sharing.
The university and Information Technology Services
are taking precautions to hinder and slow down file
sharing.
“ITS, in partnership with Housing and Dining
Services, is doing its part in educating students about ills
of file sharing and the deleterious effects it has on the
network,”  said Chat Chatterji, an ITS vice president.  
The music industry sued 261 people Monday for
swapping.
ITS and housing services have posted flyers in labs
and dorms and have asked Resident Assistants to spread
the word, said Chatterji. The posters state warnings
about file sharing. 
Mark Hudson, director of Housing and Dining, said
many students don’t know they are file sharing. Many
people using music file sharing programs don’t read the
policy and just click the ‘I accept’ button. 
File sharing slows down the network, Hudson said. D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Beth Fehrenbacher, senior at Charleston High School, shops for new music at Positively 4th Street Records Wednesday night.
Record sales are down because of online file sharing programs.
Hencken remembers tragic day in history
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Interim President Lou Hencken walks through the North Quad Wednesday afternoon. Hencken recalled feeling
the need to walk around campus and be accessible to students on the day of the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attacks.
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By April McLaren
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Alcohol and Other Drug
Coalition’s goal is not to keep
students from having fun, but to
keep them safe while doing so. 
The 6-Pack Program consists
of six sessions discussing differ-
ent issues dealing with partying
smartly and safely.  
The first session will consist
of a panel of speakers from
Judicial Affairs, the University
Police Department and the
Charleston Police Department
talking about the laws and conse-
quences of alcohol. It will be fol-
lowed by the second session
dealing with alcohol poisoning
presented by Dr. Kathleen
Phillips from the Health Studies
Department.
The third session, Safe
Partying, will be presented by
Melanie Mills, of the Speech
Communication Department,
and Ceci Brinker from the
Office of Student Life.  
It will take place 7 p.m.
Thursday in room 1255 of
Coleman Hall. 
“We will be discussing conse-
quences drinking has on rela-
tionships and how to avoid cer-
tain behaviors,” Mills said. 
They will also use case studies
to talk about balancing a good
time without getting into trou-
ble. Students will have the
opportunity to talk about going
out and having a good time, but
doing it right. Mills said people
usually don’t like to make fools
out of themselves or get in trou-
ble. This session is to let stu-
dents know it is possible to enjoy
yourself without being stupid.
The Alcohol and Other Drug
Coalition started several years
ago and is targeting first year
students.  The idea came from a
similar program at Western
Illinois University. 
The organization is open to
Eastern students, as well as fac-
ulty and the community.  Sarah
Glascock, greek subsistence
abuse education coordinator,
said she is anxious about getting
members to be a part of the
coalition and says they are
“offering chances to win differ-
ent prizes for those who join.”  
Prizes such as $100, compli-
ments of the EIU Rotary Club
and a $30 gift certificate from
Wal-Mart will be raffled off for
those who attend the sessions.
For any questions regarding the
Alcohol and Other Drug
Coalition or the 6-Pack Program
contact the Health Education
Resource Center (HERC) at 581-
7786.
By Nicole Nicolas
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Dave Morrison, a music
and band teacher at Mt.
Prospect High School, won
Illinois teacher of year and
will lecture at Eastern
Thursday.
“His presentation is intend-
ed to motivate all those who
have chosen teaching,” said
elementary education instruc-
tor Judy Barford.
Music will also be part of
Morrison’s speech. Morrison
travels all over Illinois to give
presentations during his
award year, speaking to com-
munity groups, K-12, school
faculty, college faculty and to
anyone else who invites him to
speak.  
According to the Illinois
State Board of Education, a
teacher must demonstrate
excellence in his or her duties,
concern for children, leader-
ship to inspire others to
achieve and go beyond what
would be expected as part of
his or her normal duties to
become teacher of the year. 
The board chose Morrison
out of 14 nominees.
Morrison said his love for
music and his high school
experience led him to
become a music and band
teacher.
“I learned from my high
school band teacher,” he said.
“It was completely special in
my life. It was a good way to
express myself.”
Morrison started teaching in
Olney as a band director and
from then on has been teach-
ing for 30 years. 
Having given five lectures
already this
y e a r ,
M o r r i s o n
hopes he can
teach many
others what
he has
l e a r n e d
through his
t e a c h i n g
experiences. 
“ F i n d i n g
your passion
and beauty of
what you’re
doing is  real-
ly the core message (of  the
lecture),” Morrison said. 
The Prospect High School
band has won several
awards and has traveled all
over the United States to
play.  
He explained it is not all the
awards that are his great
achievements, but the chance
he has given to his students to
play various places. Morrison
said one of his great achieve-
ments is helping to produce
“magical moments” through
music. One of these was when
his band got a chance to play
in the Macy’s Thanksgiving
Day Parade in New York and
at Ground Zero in New York
City.
“It was so moving to play
there. Police and everyone else
stopped. It meant a lot, we
were able to share something
we couldn’t say with words,”
Morrison said. 
The event is co-sponsored by
student professional education
organizations: Association for
Childhood Education
International; Kappa Delta Pi;
Middle Level Educators; Student
Reading Council and the local
chapter of Phi Delta Kappa. 
Morrison will speak at 7 p.m.
Thursday in Buzzard
Auditorium. 
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Darrius Frazier, a senior African American studies major, fills out a form Wednesday afternoon at the E-group
table of the RSO Fair on the Library Quad.
‘Safe Partying’ presentation to discuss
drinking consequences in 6-pack program
Dave Morrison
“It meant a lot,
we were able to
share something
we couldn’t say
with words.”
“We will be discussing
consequences drinking
has on relationships
and how to avoid cer-
tain behaviors. ”
—NMelanie Mills, Speech
Communication Department
Teacher of Year
to grow passion
for education
 Presentation intended
to motivate future 
teachers
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F o r m a l  I n t e r v i e w s
Delta Sigma Pi
America’s Foremost Professional
Business Fraternity
Thursday September 11th
*Please be in Lumpkin Hall
Room 1041 @ 6:45 PM*
Professional Attire Requested.
For any questions, 
call Amanda @ 345-8873
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Mother’s
DJ Chris
BIG Bottles
It’s getting HOT in here
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Claire McGrath, graduate student special education major, does some work in Buzzard Hall Wednesday night.
By Dan Renick 
S T A F F  W R I T E R
As the Department of
Recreation Administration pre-
pares for their upcoming reac-
creditation or self-study and
evaluation, Eastern begins
preparations for a university
accreditation in 2005.
At Thursday’s Council of
Academic Affairs meeting the
Recreation Administration
Department added two new
courses to meet accreditation
standards. 
The department has conducted
evaluations since the National
Park and Recreation Association
and the American Alliance of
Leisure and Recreation visited
last March, said recreation
administration professor Bill
Higelmire.
“The NPRA and AAR will
review the entire scope of the
field,” Higelmire said. 
Since that time, the recreation
department has prepared and
updated the department to meet
association and American
Disability Act standards to help
gain their twentieth year of
accreditation.
The university accreditation is
awarded by the North Central
Association and is coordinated
by Bob Augustine, Dean of
Graduate Studies, and physical
education professor Jill Owen.
The reaccreditation of the
Recreation Administration
Department and Eastern’s nine
other accredited undergraduate
departments will help gain uni-
versity reaccreditation. 
“This is a process to ensure
that quality at a university,”
Augustine said.
The university reaccreditation
process, which occurs once
every 10 years, is held to gain
“the type of acceptance that
allows Eastern course work to
transfer to other institutions and
makes us available for grants
and contracts,” Augustine said. 
Accreditation by the NCA is
awarded on the basis of five cri-
teria, Augustine said. The crite-
ria are mission and integrity,
preparation for the future, stu-
dent learning and effective
teaching, acquiring creating and
applying knowledge and engage-
ment and service. Each criterion
is studied by sub-committees of
12 people made up of faculty,
staff, students and administra-
tion, Augustine said. The criteri-
on must meet the four themes of
accreditation. The themes are
future-oriented, learning
focused, connected and distinc-
tive organization. 
“I cannot over emphasize the
importance of this (NCA) visit to
the future of Eastern Illinois
University,” Interim President
Lou Hencken said in a faculty
luncheon speech Friday. 
The NCA site evaluation isn’t
scheduled until February of
2005, but work has already
begun. The heads of the five sub-
committees along with Owen and
Augustine attended a seminar to
train them to prepare for the
accreditation. 
The committee meets once a
month and the sub-committee
meets weekly to search Eastern
archives and data bases to find
patterns of evidence that
Eastern meets the criteria. The
committee will hold presenta-
tions on campus to educate the
campus about accreditation, and
will publish surveys for the fac-
ulty and staff this fall to gain
feedback on how Eastern meets
the criteria. The university will
then send the findings to the
NCA two months before their
site visit.
But this self-study is not only
important for the NCA evalua-
tion, but is even more important
for the university,  Augustine
said.
“This will help us to find our
own strengths and weaknesses
and areas were improvements
are needed,” he said.
When the NCA comes next
February they will conduct a
similar process. They will meet
with focus groups and campus
group to verify the information
of the self-study, Augustine said. 
After their visit they will make
recommendations and award
accreditation based on their find-
ings.
By Evan Hill
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The public will have a chance
to voice their questions and con-
cerns about the search for
Eastern’s 11th president
Thursday.
Jim Appleberry of Academic
Search Consultation Service will
meet with students, faculty and
anyone else interested  to dis-
cuss the continuing search to
replace interim President Lou
Hencken.
The meeting will be the first
of many meetings that will take
place over the course of the
school year. The meeting is
intended to give Appleberry
information on  the ideal profile
for the next president by allow-
ing the public to voice their opin-
ions and concerns on the subject.
Appleberry was chosen last
year by a 12-member
Presidential Search Committee
comprised of students, faculty,
alumni and administrators. The
committee, formed in October
2001, was initially successful in
returning three finalists.
However the final candidate of
last year’s search took another
job.
The committee will be starting
earlier to “get ahead of the
curve,” compared to last year’s
presidential search, said William
Addison, psychology professor
and committee member.
The committee will be adver-
tising in a number of local,
regional and national journals
including “The Chronicle of
Higher Education.”
This summer, Eastern’s Board
of Trustees asked Appleberry
and the committee to reconvene
during the Fall 2003 semester to
continue searching.
Appleberry’s consulting firm
will not receive the entirety of
their fee until a president is
hired.  Appleberry will also meet
during the next two days individ-
ually with Hencken and others
representing Eastern’s commu-
nity.
Appleberry will be open to
meet at 6 p.m. Thursday in the
Effingham Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Meeting
to discuss
Eastern
president
University takes further steps toward
accreditation for recreation administration
Oh, how the best and brightest flocked to
Eastern when word spread that the university’s
Honors Program had emerged from its cocoon a
bright, fluttering Honors College. Wait, that’s a
lie.
So, in the interest of telling the truth and not
being afraid, it’s time to note that the Faculty
Senate is on the right track: Phi Beta Kappa aca-
demic fraternity would accomplish all that the
Honors College promised.
The senate has been
meeting with members
of the prestigious honors
society in recent weeks
to determine whether it
would be a good addition
to Eastern’s roster of
student organizations.
Phi Beta Kappa has
some name recognition,
like Clorox, Huggies or
at least Nutella (six of
the seven current
Supreme Court justices
are members, as are Bill
Clinton and George
Bush, Sr.). Students who
would be interested in an
honors program, college, school, etc. would recog-
nize the name Phi Beta Kappa.
What’s more, Phi Beta Kappa is a constant.
Students can count on that nifty line on their
resume to stir the same recognition in potential
employers and grad schools as it did in potential
Eastern students.
Faculty and administrators hoped that chang-
ing the name of the Honors Program to the
Honors College would attract bright students,
even though the program itself wasn’t trying to
recruit. If Eastern wants to polish its image,
adding Phi Beta Kappa would go a lot further
toward that goal.
Getting Phi Beta Kappa on campus will take
work. The group looks at everything to the main-
tenance of the campus to our financial planning,
in addition to academics. It will take effort, but
reaching their standards will benefit everyone.
Who wouldn’t want better financial planning or
beautification on any campus?
That also means anyone who knows Eastern
has a Phi Beta Kappa chapter knows the universi-
ty it met rigorous standards. That will enhance
Eastern’s image overall, something that will help
not only in recruitment, but in placement of grad-
uates as well.
Eastern should make bringing Phi Beta Kappa
to campus a high priority.
I read the Daily Eastern
News editorial board's opin-
ion on September 4 concern-
ing textbook rental with
some interest.  
It is understandable that
people do not want to pay
excessive amounts of money
for textbooks. The attitude
that came through loud and
clear at the end of the edito-
rial is not understandable.  
The first sentence of the
last paragraph reads
"Students could always
transfer and pay $100 for a
Chemistry book that barely
gets cracked open."  It is
apparently taken for grant-
ed that students don't read
their textbooks, so why
spend much money on
them?  
This is a disturbing and
irresponsible position for
the DEN editorial board to
take.  Given the current rate
of slightly less than $120 per
semester hour for in-state
undergraduate tuition, a
three hour course costs
approximately $360 in
tuition alone.  A person who
barely cracks open their
chemistry or most any other
text during the course of a
semester is wasting consid-
erably more than $100. 
Jonathan Blitz
Professor of chemistry
Eastern Illinois University
has been known for its educa-
tion program since its begin-
ning.  However, I have yet to
see an article in the Daily
Eastern News about the hard-
ships that future teachers go
through in Eastern's educa-
tion program.  
Education majors always
get a bad rap for taking easy
classes and having less work.
I am here to tell you that is
NOT the case.  
It is about time education
majors get the attention they
deserve.  We work hard and
our work load is not easy.
Eastern students and faculty
need to support their educa-
tion majors.
Kendra Rush
Senior elementary education
major
Many of us have sordid tales to
tell. That stolen moment in the
bathroom of a crowded party with
your ex-boyfriend and your best
friend. The night you finally
decided to break out the hand-
cuffs, the catsuit and the Motion
Lotion. Or maybe even something
as tame as the afternoon you
made out with two girls in the
shower. 
That’s part of college, isn’t it?
Spreading your sexual wings, tak-
ing flight and seeing the world
from an angle you’d only before
dreamed of. And most of us share
these incidents with a small group
of friends, if anyone, and never
fret about the university or a
future employer holding it against
us.
But the same private time you
spent with that special stranger is
not a fling, but a life-altering dis-
aster if it winds up on tape. Or at
least, Rolling Stone makes this
point in its latest issue in a story
called “The New Sex Ed.”
The writer blames Shane’s
World productions for destroying
the lives of college students with
it’s brand of reality-porn. The
company throws a party on a col-
lege campus and combines porn
stars and college kids to make an
adult film.
Porn star Calli Cox, a 1999
Eastern graduate, works as a pub-
licist for Shane’s World and is
painted as a sexual predator in the
RS story.
On the cover, RS promos its
story as the tale of a “College
Porn Nightmare.” On the inside is
a photo of a young man receiving
a team hummer in front of dozens
of people. Although his eyes are
blacked out in the photo, one can
tell he definitely doesn’t appear to
be having a nightmare. 
Neither does Brian Buck, a stu-
dent who was kicked out of
Arizona State University’s student
government, Sigma Nu fraternity
chapter and nearly kicked out of
school. He was filmed happily
making out with Cox and another
woman in a shower for a similar
video.
RS focuses heavily on Buck’s
plight to sell the idea that the
appearance in a Shane’s World
video is not only involuntary, but
that it can ruin one’s life. The
writer seems to think this randy
band of porn stars live to exploit
drunk college kids for what it
calls “cheap, horny labor.” Cox
disagrees.
“They said we seduce the stu-
dents,” she told The Daily Eastern
News last week. “They used
words like ‘predator.’ That’s not
the case.”
The RS writer’s  assessment
ignores a few key facts about
drunk, horny college kids. First of
all, I would argue that if your
average college guy is sober
enough to, er, perform, then he’s
sober enough to know what he’s
doing when two girls and a cam-
era take aim at him. 
Second, most of us are as drunk
and horny in the presence of a
camera as we are in the absence
of one. One glance at
CalliCox.com or Eastern’s unoffi-
cial Hall of Fame
(eiuhalloffame.tripod.com) would
confirm Cox doesn’t need to force
anyone to make out with her. In
Buck’s situation, I too would have
hit the showers, so to speak.
Whether or not ASU, Eastern or
any other college would care to
admit it, variations of these activi-
ties happen here. They’re happen-
ing now, maybe on your floor or
around the corner, or hell, on your
front lawn.
So why is it that while no one
would market their university as a
place where no kinky sex takes
place, catching that kinky sex on
tape makes it shameful? 
Porn stars, amateur and profes-
sional, get an unfair bad rap just
by filling a niche in the job mar-
ket. I guess America could exist
without porn, but who would want
it that way? The Calli Coxes,
Jenna Jamesons and Taylor
Hayeses are that special little
spice that makes existence extra
nice. And if they weren’t doing it
on camera, with or without the aid
of a frat party, someone some-
where is doing it off camera. 
Fortunately for Cox, she said
her friends have been supportive
and the general public doesn’t
seem to give her any crap.
Do what you like to do, on or off
camera. I’ll hire you someday,
even if no one else will.
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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Jamie Fetty
Editor in chief
and 
semi-monthly 
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Fetty also is a
senior journalism
major 
She can be reached at
jfeasternnews@hotmail.com
Porn not another four-letter word
O P I N I O N
E D I T O R I A L
Textbook editorial irresponsible
Y O U R  T U R N :  L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D I T O R
“Porn stars, amateur
and professional, get an
unfair bad rap... I guess
America could exist
without porn, but who
would want it that
way?”
Editorial board
Jamie Fetty, Editor in chief
Avian Carrasquillo, Managing editor
John Chambers, News editor
Matt Meinheit, Associate news editor
Ben Erwin, Editorial page editor
Matt Williams, Sports editor
jfeasternnews@hotmail.com
The editorial is the majority opinion of the 
Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
The prestigious and
nationally known Phi
Beta academic 
fraternity is currently
being courted by the
university
Our stance
If Eastern wants to
attract the states
best and brightest
students, Phi Beta
Kappa is a much
greater step toward
that goal than an
Honors Program
name change ever
could
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to jfeasternnews@hotmail.com
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Doing what
‘Honors
College’ can’t
Appreciate education
majors
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THURSDAY NIGHT
$2.00 Bacardi & All Bacardi Flavors
IBP Club Members Receive
20% Off everything in the House!!
FRIDAY NIGHT
IBP Club Members Receive Double Discount!!
DOUBLE DOWN NIGHT  I
Happy Birthday Bry i t  
I love you,
Lisa
FREDDY VS. JASON (R)
Daily 7:00
PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN (PG13)      
Daily 6:45
DICKIE ROBERTS:  FORMER CHILD STAR
(PG13) Daily 4:00, 6:45, 9:15
FREAKY FRIDAY (PG) Daily 4:15, 
6:30, 9:00
JEEPERS CREEPERS II (R) Daily 5:15,
7:45,10:10
OPEN RANGE (R) Daily 3:45, 
7:00, 10:00
S.W.A.T. (PG13) Daily 4:30, 7:15, 9:55
SEABISCUIT (PG13) Daily 5:00, 8:15 
THE ORDER (R) Daily 5:30, 8:00,10:20
UPTOWN GIRLS (PG-13) Daily 4:45, 
7:30, 9:45
By Tim Martin
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  E D I T O R
Nida Elmuti can feel the racism
in their eyes.
Elmuti, a biology professor who
was born in Palestine, said she does-
n’t hear the  discrimination like
some of her other relatives do. Nor
does she see the unsolicited looks of
anger.
She absorbs them.
“You can feel it in the people’s
eyes, you can sense it and feel it, ”
Elmuti said Tuesday reflecting on
life after the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks. “It was a jolting experience
because for the first time, I didn’t
feel like I was American. I was an
outsider.” 
New policies at Eastern have
kept tenure-track faculty, like
Elmuti, feeling like insiders and
international faculty recruiting eas-
ier. 
The number of Eastern interna-
tional faculty has not been affected
by the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11.
In contrary, that number might
have increased according to Blair
Lord, vice president for Academic
Affairs. 
“I am a strong advocate of a rich-
ly diverse campus,” Lord said, “and
foreign-born faculty, as well as stu-
dents, are important when it comes
to diversity. I, however, do not have
a target number. We want the finest
faculty to teach our students, and it
might just be they are foreign-
born.”
Lord estimated the university has
a dozen international faculty on one
or three-year visas. Those faculty
do not have U.S. citizenship. 
However, the number of former
international faculty members
would catapult that number, but the
university does not give them with
that label after they gain U.S. citi-
zenship. 
The Illinois Board of Higher
Education, the state entity that
deals with higher education fund-
ing and budget concerns, also did
not have a figure for the number
of international faculty across the
state.
“Higher education has been the
front runner in attracting from the
rest of world,” said Alan Baharlou,
Chair of the International
Program Advisory Committee and
of the geology and geography
department. 
“Not only that, but we attract
and keep them.”
Baharlou estimates there’s at
least “two or three” internationally
born faculty members from every
department. 
And that number could increase. 
The Faculty Senate unanimous-
ly passed Tuesday a resolution that
provides structure to university
sponsorship for international fac-
ulty’s application for citizenship. 
Lord said university sponsor-
ship does not guarantee citizen-
ship, but implied it does carry
weight with the Bureau Citizen
and Immigration Services, for-
merly known as the Immigration
and Naturalization Services.
Minh Dao, an economics profes-
sor and member of the department
search and screening committee,
said one of the drawbacks to inter-
national faculty is the uncertainty
at which their visas will be
renewed. 
The nation will mourn Thursday
for the fallen of Sept. 11, and so
will three international faculty
members. 
They are just like Americans.
They live like them, they’re cul-
tured like them — but in some
ways, they aren’t them. 
Here’s the trials and tribulations
of Nida Elmuti since the terrorist
attacks two years ago today.
A jolting experience 
Nida Elmuti, who left Palestine
for America in her mid-teens,
recalls Sept. 11, 2001, as a “beauti-
ful day.”
By nightfall Elmuti said for the
first time she did not feel
American.
“I don’t feel less
Americanized,” she says. “I just
could feel people make me feel
like I’m not a part of the rest of the
society.”
Nida Elmuti said she personally
did not encounter any racism or
discrimination, but it seemed all
those around her did.
Her husband, Dean Elmuti, a
marketing and management pro-
fessor at Eastern, walked into his
classroom one day to see
“Terrorist” written on the chalk-
board. Her cousin, who lives in
Brooklyn, had all four of her car’s
tires slashed as she picked up her
children from daycare.
“I don’t think it ever stopped,”
Nida Elmuti said about the verbal
and non-verbal discrimination. “It
just doesn’t bother me as much as
before, it was really a jolting expe-
rience.”
Even her children have suffered
ill effects from Sept. 11. Elmuti
said her daughters have been
called racial names. “This is fourth
graders,” Elmuti said in disbelief.
It was the best of times. It was
the worst of times.
That’s how Nida Elmuti
describes her congregation at the
Mosque near Champaign. She said
amidst all the discrimination, the
one place she found solace and
support was the Mosque, the
Muslim’s place of worship. 
However, Elmuti said as she
walked back to her car each week
that was when the stares were the
worst. 
Because of those widespread
social struggles, Nida Elmuti said
the family is in the process of pur-
chasing land in her home country
of Palestine. 
Since Nida Elmuti does not have
citizenship in Palestine, she says
her family can only stay there six
months out of the year in three-
month intervals. 
“It’s just a feeling that unfortu-
nately I’m in nobody’s place,” Nida
Elmuti said. “In the Palestinians, I
don’t really have a homeland
because I don’t have a passport ...
and when (the terrorist attacks)
happened, I thought, ‘Oh my God!
What am I?’ I’m not really a
Palestinian because I don’t have
rights, but neither am I allowed to
be an American.”
Elmuti considers herself an
American citizen and one who
holds patriotism, but she plans on
celebrating Sept. 11 in a more sub-
dued way. She will teach her morn-
ing of classes and then return
home.
“It’s just another memory, a sad
one,” she said. “My kids and I will
talk about it, but hopefully things
will change for the better.”
Administration editor Tim Martin can
be reached at noles_acc@yahoo.com
Lea Erwin     
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Residence Hall Association
will have David Onestak, director of
the Counseling Center, speak on the
warnings of suicide and prevention. 
“He is coming to discuss a new
system at Eastern called ‘Eastern
Cares.’  The program is designed to
help students discover warning signs
of suicide and provide information on
how to seek medical assistance,” said
RHA President Nachel Glynn.
Thursday’s meeting will also pres-
ent the schedule for the fall
Leadership Retreat at Camp New
Hope scheduled for Sept. 19–21. This
is the last week to sign up for the
retreat, Glynn said.
The committees are open all year,
but this week the RHA is beginning
to assign the committees to projects,
so if a student is looking to get
involved in these committee activi-
ties they should start soon, she said.
The RHA is still accepting applica-
tions for committee chairs and com-
mittee members. These committees
include: The Council of Presidents;
Programming; Public Relations, and
the Financial Advisory committee.
Chair applications can be found on
the RHA website.  Committee appli-
cations are distributed during the
meetings, Glynn said.
The next RHA meeting will be at 5
p.m. Thursday in the basement of
Andrews Hall.
International professor: “I was an outsider.”
 One faculty member
shares her memories of
Sept. 11, 2001.
RHA to discuss suicide avoidance, committees
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By Dan Valenziano
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
As the nation reels from the
events of two years ago, universities
and colleges across the country
honor those who lost their lives in
the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks.
Eastern has no university-spon-
sored event planned for the second
anniversary of Sept. 11. Shirley
Stewart, vice president for Student
Affairs, said the university felt it
was time to move on.
At New York University in New
York City, university’s president
John Sexton will lead hundreds of
members of the school’s community
in a moment of silence to commem-
orate the historic and infamous day.
The 30-minute event will allow stu-
dents, faculty and staff to come
together and remember the events
of two years ago.
At the time of the terrorist
attacks, the burning Twin Towers of
the World Trade Center were clear-
ly visible from NYU’s campus. 
At Columbia University in New
York City, the campus will observe a
moment of silence at 8:46 a.m., the
time the first plane struck the WTC
in 2001. The bells of the campus
chapel will toll at 8:46 a.m. and 9:03
a.m. as a chronological reminder of
the two planes that hit the towers.
At the same time, a wreath laying
ceremony will take place on campus.
The university will also host a
public forum called “Public
Sentiments: A Roundtable
Reflecting on 9/11” at 7 p.m. On the
school’s Web site,
www.columbia.edu, the event’s pur-
pose is to let participants “examine
their feelings about Sept. 11 and the
impact of the attacks on public poli-
cy.”
The University of Illinois in
Champaign has a memorial ceremo-
ny planned at noon Thursday in the
university quad.
Brooks Moore, director of RSOs
on the university’s campus, said the
event was cooperatively planned by
a number of organizations.
“There will be keynote speeches
delivered by student leaders and a
presentation of the flag by the ROTC
color guard.”
“There will be musical perfor-
mances by one of the acappella
troops, singing ‘God Bless America’
and members of the Illini marching
band will preform ‘America the
Beautiful’,” Moore said.
The hour long program is basical-
ly the same as the one put on last
year, she said.
“It’s a student led and student
planned event,” he said, “I work with
(the RSOs) on reserving the space
and I help them pull the components
together.”
At Western Illinois University, the
university has a organized moment
of silence and reflection set for 9
a.m. At 8:55 a.m., the Sherman Hall
bell tower will play “America the
Beautiful.”
There will be a variety of presen-
tations for students with topics rang-
ing from “Vulnerability and
Terrorism: How Communities are
Responding,” to “The Muslim
Perspective” held on campus
throughout the day.
Northern Illinois University’s
Career Planning and Placement
Center is sponsoring it’s second
annual Community Volunteer Drive.
The four hour event, which will
provide students and faculty with
the opportunity to interact with com-
munity volunteer and service orga-
nizations, is set to begin at 10 a.m.
Service organizations and agen-
cies include the American Red
Cross, Big Brothers/Big Sisters of
DeKalb County, National Multiple
Sclerosis Society and many more.
At Illinois State University in
Bloomington, the university
Symphony Orchestra will put on an
event entitled “Remembrance of
911”.
The event includes performances
by the Schools of Music and Theater
and exhibitions by the School of Art.
“Remembrance of 911” is set to
begin at 8 p.m. at the university’s
Center for the Performing Arts.
On Southern Illinois University’s
campus in Carbondale, cadets from
the Army and Air Force ROTC pro-
grams will participate in a flag-rais-
ing ceremony at 7:30 a.m.
Activities Editor Dan Valenziano can be
reached at cudwv@eiu.edu.
Universities plan to remember 9-11
By Brandy Headley
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Sept. 11 terrorist attacks not only affected the
United States, but also many others around the globe. 
Kelly He, a MBA Eastern student, originally from
China, was directly affected by the attacks.  
She began the first day of her career at a hotel
located only two blocks from the White House in
Washington D.C., she said. At approximately 8 a.m on
Sept. 11, 2001, He went to the lobby of the hotel where
numerous customers were watching television and
anticipating their futures. 
“Everyone was very nervous,“ He said. “ The
atmosphere around Washington was very dead.” 
After Sept. 11, many of He’s co-workers were laid
off and she no longer felt that she had a secure career,
she said. It changed her job outlook and she decided
to go back to school. 
She went home after the attacks, but was delayed
upon returning for the spring semester, because her
VISA had not been approved.  
Sue Songer, Eastern’s International Student
Advisor, said Sept. 11 affected her career as well. 
Before Sept. 11, she focused more on helping stu-
dents and assisting their needs, Songer said. Today, in
addition to helping students, she must also interpret
and enforce the government regulations set after
Sept. 11. 
Student Exchange Visitor Information System
(SEVIS) must be notified of all international students
that enter the United States, Songer said. The final
day for SEVIS complaints was Aug. 1. During that
week Songer worked 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, until all the international students arrived. 
Songer said Sept. 11 was a significant day for
Eastern. The phone lines were jammed all across the
country, but the university allowed all of the interna-
tional student to call their families. 
“Mothers sobbed,” Songer said. “Many of the stu-
dents’ families thought that their children were in
danger.” 
It is much more difficult for immigrants to enter
the United States. Now, foreigners must complete
identification forms and fill out website information
to inform address changes. 
For example, if an international student were to
move two doors down from their current residence
hall, she must be notified within ten days and the gov-
ernment must be notified within twenty days, Songer
said.
The President of the Association of International
Students, Anurag Sharma , originally from Nepal,
was deeply moved by the events of Sept.  11.  
“I never believed it could happen in the United
States,” Sharma said. “We are all here for peace and
harmony.”  
A junior sociology major from Japan, who wishes
to remain anonymous, said, “I thought America
shouldn’t do revenge. Many public people are being
killed who are innocent. Many socialists object to
America’s reaction, but our government supports
America, so it is very difficult.” 
Krishna Desar, an economics graduate student
originally from Nepal, defines Sept. 11 as “a shocking
moment.” Desar said he was deeply depressed after
the attacks.
“It was a terrible, terrible moment.”
By Carly Mullady
C I T Y  E D I T O R
Patriotism and precautions still linger
in Illinois and its cities two years after
terrorists attacked New York’s World
Trade Center.
On Sept. 9, Gov. Rod Blagojevich pro-
claimed Sept. 11 “Patriot Day” in Illinois.
“9/11 will always be a day of remem-
brance,” said Angelynne Amores, the gov-
ernor’s press secretary. “The governor is
asking that citizens take a moment of
silence for 60 seconds at 7:46 a.m. and
that flags are flown at half-staff.”
His official proclamation states,
“Whereas this two year anniversary, as
well as any anniversaries subsequent,
shall be a time both of remembrance and
renewed commitment to freedom... I Rod
R. Blagojevich, Governor of the State of
Illinois, do hereby proclaim September
11, 2003 as Patriot Day in Illinois.”
“I call on all citizens of the State of
Illinois to observe one minute of silence
at 7:46 a.m. in commemoration of lives
lost, and order all State facilities to fly
flags at  half-mast for the course of the
day.”
The written proclamation cites the loss
of 3,000 lives on American soil and the
heroism of responders that “redefined the
American spirit” among the reasoning for
commemoration.
State and nation-wide campaigns for
liberty, protection and continued action
“to leave our children a world that is safer
from the threat of terrorism” also led to
the Patriot Day naming.
Amores said Blagojevich is also taking
a plan of action today to keep neighbor-
hoods and communities safe from terror-
ism.
“The governor will work with the first
responders to provide the equipment they
need,” she said.
Flags will be flown at half-staff locally
as the city reflects on Sept. 11’s two-year
anniversary.
In the past two years, Mayor Dan
Cougill said the city has increased pre-
cautions to keep citizens protected.
“We’ve had officers get special training
in terrorist response,” Cougill said.
During April and June, the East-Central
Illinois Law Enforcement Training Team
offered chemical and biological weapon
training.
Officer supervisors and interested
police officers attended eight-hour class-
es with lectures and videos explaining
how to be prepared for and handle poten-
tially dangerous situations.
“We had not only select officers
trained,” Cougill said. “They have trained
other officers.”
Special training was offered to the fire
department as well as the police.
“The fire department is now equipped
and trained to handle hazardous material
in  a further manner,” Cougill said.
Charleston combined efforts with
Eastern and surrounding cities to react in
case of an emergency. 
“We’ve purchased complimentary
equipment with our sister city Mattoon in
case of an event,” Cougill said. “When we
have increased elevation, we are more
vigilant over certain resources.”
The city is taking as many precautions
as possible to be prepared for emergen-
cies.
“The better prepared you are, the less
chance you ever have to use it,” Cougill
said.
City Editor Carly Mullady can be reached at
LoisLayne83@aol.com.
D A I L Y  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  A N G E L A  H A R R I S
Major David John, of Eastern R.O.T.C. Panther Battalion, displays an
artillery shell autographed by Joan Jett Tuesday afternoon in his Klem Hall
office.  John was called to Afghanistan after the terrorist attacks of Sept.
11, 2001.
ROTC member reacts to the madness
By Angela Harris
F E A T U R E S  R E P O R T E R
Possible Subhead: An ROTC
major remembers the day the U.S.
stood silent,
and  how it affected those from a
military point of view.
Major David John was in the
mess hall serving with the 5th
Special Forces Sept. 11, 2001.
Everyone was watching the T.V. 
The middle-east was “our area of
responsibility,” he said. 
Alerts would have to go out and
decisions made. John, the executive
officer of Eastern’s ROTC Panther
Brigade, spoke of how at the
moment the World Trade Center
was attacked, no one was even sure
yet who was responsible and what
exactly was happening, just that it
was time to start action. 
“I was one of the first ones on the
ground and those were some real
rough times,” he said.
John was one of the first to be
called after Sept. 11.  and “doesn’t
want anyone to forget the terrorism
that happened that day in our coun-
try.” 
“The chaplain was even there,
basically giving everyone their last
rites,” said John of the preparing to
leave the United States.  “Everyone
was there from the commander on
down saying goodbye.”
“That was a long seven months,”
John said, saying with his
Afghanistan duty, came extremes
in temperature, long hours and
time spent away from his family.
“I know what those guys are
going through over there; there’s a
lot of stress involved,” said John of
the soldiers still serving today
since being called to active duty in
Operation Enduring Freedom.  “It
is extremely hard to those who
serve and serve well. We all take
our hats off to them.
“Not one time did we feel like we
weren’t getting out support,” John
said of receiving the support and
supplies needed to fight in
Afghanistan in the beginning.
John said he dealt with saddles
sent in for the horses, which
Special Forces used for the mis-
sion.  
“Artillery came in and it scared
the horses so bad a guy was thrown
off his horse, and all his communi-
cations he had went running to the
hills,” he said.
John says they never imagined
having to use this type of trans-
portation and all it entailed.  
“That little scenario caused a
huge incident throughout the (mili-
tary) communication world,” he
said. “You cannot plan for every-
thing, but you try to plan. We never
lost one soldier to the enemy in 5th
Force (division) while we were over
there.”
John met U.S. Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld while serving in
Afghanistan, “being a communica-
tion officer,” he said.
He said he acted as “the respon-
sible agent of all the photography
going on. I was the Senior Joint
Communications Officer there.”  
Features Reporter Angela Harris
can be reached at cgah@eiu.edu.
 Major David John
remembers the day th U.S.
stood silent
 New York University
expected to have one 
of largest ceremonies
D A I L Y  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Members of Eastern’s ROTC group reflect on past events during a memorial
service in the South Quad on Sept. 11, 2002.
ages teachers and students to
remember the day in their own
way. 
“I plan to devote some class time
to let students talk about it and
voice any feelings they have about
that tragic event,” Stewart said
about the University Foundations
class she teaches.
“I think we each need to take
personal time to remember those
who passed on and to also keep in
our prayers the many service men
not in our country who are work-
ing for peace,” Stewart said.      
The flag will fly at half-staff
from sunrise to sunset Thursday,
said Adam Due, chief of police
with the University Police
Department. Gov. Rod
Blagojevich’s office issued a press
release to state organizations
Tuesday, telling them to fly the
flag at half staff.  
Student Government Editor Kevin
Sampier can be reached at
K_Sampier@hotmail.com.
Quite honestly we wanted students with
other students. We didn’t want students
going to their off-campus apartment being
by themselves and getting really depressed
over this.
“We canceled the football game that week,
and that was a tough decision. I talked to
Illinois State President Rick Bachini, and
both schools’ athletic directors, and at the
beginning we were going to play the game,”
he said. “George W. Bush had said we need to
continue to go on, but in the end the players
were distracted so we didn’t play the game.”
Hencken said he and university adminis-
trators started personally collecting dona-
tions for terrorist attacks.
“We collected in three days, from what I
recall, over $35,000 in pledges. I remember I
went out to help. I put on a vest, I was col-
lecting by the union, I was just standing
there,” he said. “It was pretty obvious what
we were doing there, and people were dri-
ving by; a little kid came with his bank. His
mother drove up and the little kid emptied
his piggy bank ... the outpouring from both
Eastern and the Charleston community was
really what convinced me that the terrorists
were not going to win. What they did do was
unite the country more.”
Hencken said he believes the threat of
another terrorist attack is a reality.
“This War on Terrorism is going to last a
number of years. I hope that statement is
wrong,” he said. “I’d like to think that we are
safe. But we have to beware of those people
that would do harm to us.”
International students react
D A I L Y  E A S T E R N
N E W S  P H O T O  B Y
S T E P H E N  H A A S
Eastern stu-
dents partici-
pate in a
memorial ser-
vice on the
South Quad on
Sept. 11, 2002.
 Attacks hurt more than just American
citizens
Silence and safety
in remembrance 
D A I L Y  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
International students line up with flags representing the home countries of the September 11,
2001 terrorist attack victims.
Hencken:
Hencken remembers his hectic day
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 APlans:
Other universities have memorials planned, but
Eastern does not
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  ! A
Night owls needed!!!  Inserters
needed for The Daily Eastern News.
Hours as needed between 10:00
pm and 2:30 am.  Apply at 1802
Buzzard Hall Student Publications
office between 8:00 - 4:30. 
________________________09/10
Showtime Buffet hiring part-time
wait staff. 2100 Broadway,
Mattoon. Call 234-4151.
________________________9/10
Part-time Frount Desk Assistant
needed. Monday-Friday 7:45-
10:45. Must be dependable, ener-
getic, and have excellent people
skills. Apply in person to Gandolfi
Chiropractic Center, 2115 South
18th Street. No phone calls please!
________________________9/10
Make Mom and Dad Proud: GET
A  JOB!  Non-sales positions,
Casual Atmostphere,
Evening/Weekends, Bonuses
available, Growth Potential, CALL
TODAY!  MANPOWER 113 N.
Logan Mattoon, IL 345-6700
________________________9/12
$250-$500 a week, will train to
work at home helping the U.S.
Government file HUD/FHA
Mortgage refunds, no experience
necessary. Call toll free 1-866-
537-2906.
__________________________9/12
EXPANDING OUR STAFF! LOOK-
ING FOR HIGH ENERGY PEOPLE
WITH A SUPERIOR ATTITUDE.
APPLY AFTER 2 PM IN PERSON
AT JOEYS. 850 LINCOLN AVE.
FOR DRIVERS OR IN SHOP.
__________________________9/12
Experienced painter basically for
exterior work. References
required. Call 345- 3119
__________________________9/24
Night owls needed!!!  Inserters
needed for The Daily Eastern News.
Hours as needed between 10:00
pm and 2:30 am.  Apply at 1802
Buzzard Hall Student Publications
office between 8:00 - 4:30. 
________________________09/30
Movie extras/models needed. No
experience required. Earn up to
$500/$1000 per day. 1-888-820-0167 
________________________10/3
Bartender trainees needed.  $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539.
________________________10/23
Night owls needed!!!  Inserters
needed for The Daily Eastern News.
Hours as needed between 10:00
pm and 2:30 am.  Apply at 1802
Buzzard Hall Student Publications
office between 8:00 - 4:30.  
__________________________00
Searching for a job that works
around your class schedule?
Ruffalo Cody in partnership
with Weststaff has immediate
long term customer service /
inside sales positions available.
We offer: flexible scheduling, a
fun/professional atmosphere,
paid training and competitive
starting salary. Call Now!! 345-
1303 Weststaff eoe m/f/h/v
__________________________00
CALL NOW!!! CONSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partnership
with WESTAFF is looking for people
just like you to be a part of our
team!!! $7/HR WITH GRADUATED
PAY INCREASES Work around
YOUR schedule with our new flexi-
ble hours: 5p-9p; 12p-4p or 12:30p-
9p Business casual atmosphere
Bonus potential Advancement
opportunity Call today to schedule
your personal interview: 345-1303 
__________________________00
2 bedrooms close to campus,
$400 month. 630-886-5451
________________________9/11
1 bedroom house, $300 month.
630-886-5451
________________________9/11
Male roommate wanted. 2 blks
from campus. $250 per month.
Shared with 4 other guys. A/C,
DW, W/D. 1837 11th St. Contact
Jason @ 254-1152.
________________________9/12
N-side square, nice 2 bdrm, 1lft,
skylight, heat, trsh, wtr, and cbl.
348-7733.
________________________9/15
Huge 1 br apt. off Charleston
square. $525/month INCLUDES
HEAT, WATER, TRASH PICKUP,
APPLIANCES. No pets. 345-2617
________________________9/30
AVAILABLE OCTOBER: 1-BR New
Unf Apt stove, frig, microwave,
dishwasher, wash/dryer, AC $450
per for single/couple 117 W. Polk
Call 348-7746
__________________________00
JUST CAME AVAILABLE: 2-BR
Unf Apt stove, frig, microwave,
AC $230 per person for 2 resi-
dents, $395 per for single/couple
1305 18th Street Call 348-7746
__________________________00
Efficiency apartment close to
campus with A/C. Males only, no
smoking. $340/month. All utilities
included. 345-3232 days.
__________________________00
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS -
1611 9TH ST. 1 BLOCK EAST OF
OLD MAIN, 1-2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT AVAILABLE 2003-
2004 SCHOOL YEAR. 9 MONTH
INDIVIDUAL LEASE. COMPLETE-
LY FURNISHED PLUS HEAT AND
GARBAGE FURNISHED CALL
345-7136.
__________________________00
BUZZARD STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!
__________________________00
Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Within walking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467
__________________________00
2 nice houses, all appliances,
W/D. Available Spring & Fall 2003.
Excellent locations.  345-7530
__________________________00
FALL 03-2 BR FURN APT $235 ea.
10 mo. lease. NO PETS. 345-5048
__________________________00
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new fur-
niture. Leasing for Spring 2004
and Fall 2003 semesters. Call
346-3583
__________________________00
Bedroom to rent 3 blocks  from cam-
pus. 128 Polk. $300/month. Includes
all utilities. 1-630-707-4470
__________________________00
2 Bedroom still available as low
as $230/month each/2 people.
Call 348-7746
__________________________00
House for rent. $1000 per month.
200 monroe. 6 bedrooms, wash-
es, dryers, dishwasher. Call 217-
821-4399 or 847-951-0068.
________________________9/12
2 bedrooms. Upstairs apartment.
2 blocks east of square. 10-12
month lease. Security required.
Call 348-8305.
________________________9/17
2 bedroom downstairs apt. Very
spacious with stove/fridge.
Washer/dryer. Must see! 345-5088.
________________________9/12
2 bedroom upstairs apt. 1 block
from Buzzard. Stove/fridge trash
paid skylight and furnished.
$550.00/mo. 345-5088.
________________________9/12
3 bedrooms stove/fridge on 9th
St. Close to campus. Newly
remodeled. 345-5088.
________________________9/12
Apt. available. 1426 9th Street.
Apartment #4. Call 549-3448.
__________________________00
1995 MERCURY GRAND MAR-
QUIS LS, 83K mi, LEATHER, ABS,
AC, EXC. COND., $4,650/OBO.
217-235-6216 OR 849-2040
__________________________9/9
For sale, bicycles, bookshelves,
games, stepmaster, and household
items. Call 348-8777, 503 Hallcourt.
Tuesday- Thursday, noon to 5: 00pm
________________________9/11
Beat the parking problem. Motorcyle
for sale. $800. Can be seen top of hill
Lake Charleston. 217-259-5822
________________________9/15
ROOMATES NEEDED: 4bdr, 2 full
bath, $230/person, across from EIU,
need to move soon ph 345-7516.
__________________________9/9
Roommate wanted. Large 2 bedroom,
18 foot ceilings, great view, cheap rent.
Call Rusty (309) 221-6494.
________________________9/12
Roommate wanted- female. DSL, water
paid for, Nice, 2- bedroom clean apartment.
Air-conditioning and heater. Call Alicia (847)
638- 1610. Lindley 4th St. Close to campus.
________________________9/16
Responsible roommate needed.
$225 a month, + utilities. Close to
campus. Call 217-276- 2288
________________________9/17
Roommates wanted, $295/month.
Call Lindsey 348.1479
__________________________00
Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583
__________________________00
5 bedroom house on 1st street, campus
side. needs 1 female. $295/month. split
utilities. 847-894-8863, 217-348-7064
________________________9/12
Sublessor for 1 Br apartment for October,
November, and December. Close to cam-
pus. $325/mo-can go lower. 348-6397
________________________9/16
Congrats to Sigma Kappa on a
great Rush 2003 and an out-
standing New Member Class!
________________________9/10
Congratulations to Kortny
Woith of Epsilon Sigma Alpha
on your engagement to
Jeremiah.
________________________9/10
Mom’s 4 functions, special deals on
kegs, juice bar, plus the best DJs
and sound in Charleston. Call Dave
345-2171, 9am-11am to reserve.
________________________9/12
Have a Marty’s beer breakfast or a
Tuesday nite function. Specials
and DJs. Call 345-2171 to reserve.
________________________9/12
76% of EIU students have not
performed poorly on tests/proj-
ects due to alcohol/drugs (n=471
representative EIU students).
________________________9/12
92% of EIU students think people risk harm
if they consume alcohol prior to sexual activ-
ity (n=471 representative EIU students).
________________________9/12
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested in a year-
book of your senior year, and are not sure
how to pick it up, come to the Student
Publications office, room 1802 Buzzard
Hall, and for only $4 we will mail you a
copy in the Fall when they are published.
Call 581-2812 for more information.
__________________________00
PARTY STUFF! Leis, Grass Skirts, Wigs,
Mardi Gras Beads, Bachelorette Gags
and Games Now at GRAND BALL
COSTUMES. 609 Sixth St., Charleston.
Open Tues-Sat. Call 345-2617 for hours.
________________________9/12
Hay rides, barn dances, bonfires, and
camping. 15 minutes from Charleston.
Call John at 217-240-0492.
________________________9/15
Natural beauty products, sport sup-
plements, diet ads, homebrew sup-
plies available at Natural Food &
Nutrition 422 Madison Ave n-f-n.com
________________________9/19 
MARAKECH- We carry women and
men’s clothes, jewelry, tapestries, door
beads, and more WE SHIP UPS 345-1388
_________________________09/19
Spring Break 2004. Travel with
STS, America’s #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.
Now hiring campus reps. Call for
group discounts.
Information/Reservations 1-800-
648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
________________________9/22
Oakley’s Bike Shop. Bikes,
kayaks and more! Repairs /
accessories and more. Tues thru
Saturday. Mattoon 234-7637
________________________9/30
SPRING BREAK WITH THE BEST-
BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS! Now
offering 3 destinations! Acapulco,
Puerto Vallarta and Cabo San Lucas!
Book early-get FREE MEALS!
Organize a group and travel for
FREE! Call for details 800-875-4525
or www.bianchi-rossi.com
________________________9/30
Spring Break ‘04 with
StudentCity.com and Maxim
Magazine! Get hooked up with
Free Trips, Cash, and VIP Status
as a Campus Rep! Choose from
15 of the hottest destinations.
Book early for FREE MEALS,
FREE DRINKS and 150% Lowest
Price Guarantee! To reserve
online or view our Photo Gallery,
visit www.studentcity.com or Call
1-888-SPRINGBREAK!
________________________10/13
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK.
SKI AND BEACH TRIPS ON SALE
NOW!  www.sunchase.com OR
CALL 1-800-SUNCHASE TODAY!
________________________12/15
LOG HOUSE CONSIGNMENT/
RESALE SHOP: $1 SALE 9-5.
348-8001. GO TO FAIR-
GROUNDS, FOLLOW THE SIGN.
__________________________00
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R O O M M A T E S
C A M P U S  C L I P S
MTEA: Meeting 9-11-03 6p.m. Union Paris Room
MTEA: General Meeting 9-11-03 6 p.m. Martinsville Room  All
Education majors are strongly encouraged to attend.  Bring a friend.
Juggler’s Society: Meeting 9-11-03 7p.m. Lantz Gym  No skill
required!  Come learn to juggle, ride unicycle, devil sticks, diabalos,
flaming kittens-okay maybe not flaming kittens-come play!       
American Marketing Association: Speaker Meeting 9-11-03 7p.m.
2030 Lumpkin Auditorium.
Child Development Laboratories: Parent Informational Meeting 9-11-
03 7-8:30 p.m. Child Development Lab-Buzzard Building “Children,
Families, and World Events:  How Stress and Grief Influence Children”
Open to the public.
MLEC Teacher of the Year: 9-11-03 6:45 p.m. Buzzard Auditorium
Cosponsored by:  ACEI, KDP, MLEC and the Reading Council.    
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
F O R  R E N T
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
A N N O U N C E M E N T SP E R S O N A L S
P E R S O N A L S
ACROSS
1“Hold on!”
9Faultfinder
15“No kidding!”
16Labor organ-
izer?
17Learned
18Set’s victim,
in myth
19Takes a
break en
route
20Start of
some
“regrets”
21Roman well
22Viagra,
chemically
24Les : French
:: ___ : Italian
26Brit’s service
discharge
27Mean
31Fashions
36Was a cast
member of
37Northern air
38“Bravo!”
39Current prin-
ciple
40What some-
thing anom-
phalous
lacks
42Distance
abbr.
43Particle
accelerator
47Fly catchers
50Instantly,
after “in”
51Ecaudate
55Inveigh
against
56Meets
57First king of
England
58Bill Clinton,
e.g.
59Fiddle finale?
60Door open-
ers
DOWN
1Heir lines?
2Home of
ancient 
Chaldea
3Minuscule
4“___ tedious 
old fools!”:
Hamlet
5Golden calf
builder
6Hold (off)
7Cádiz com-
pass point
8Bully
9Welder’s tool
10Sci-fi zapper
11Livorno lady
friend
12“The Death
of ___”
(Jacques-
Louis David
painting)
13Online publi-
cation
14Observes the
Sabbath
23“That’s O.K.
with me”
24Be beaverish
25Like “la vida”
in song
26From the
beginning
28Snag
29“Makes no
difference”
30Camel, e.g.
32T or F: Abbr.
33Dispense
sound advice
34City on the
Ijsselmeer
35They can go
into the grain
41Bag
43Exposed
44French story
45Shaman’s
responsibility
46Hurt
47Flips one’s
lid?
48“___ Dream”
(“Lohengrin”
piece)
49Lose in a
confronta-
tion,
maybe
52That certain
something
53
Command to
Fido
54Some young
’uns
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16
17 18
19 20
21 22 23
24 25 26
27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35
36 37
38 39
40 41 42
43 44 45 46 47 48 49
50 51 52 53 54
55 56
57 58
59 60
Edited by Will Shortz No. 0801
COKESCABSSOFA
ADIEUACUPOPEC
NICKNAMEFORBUSH
INKHIPFIESTY
JADEELBA
ILLITERATESMARK
SAABSDERPLAY
ARRLEADSEIS
AGASIMPHORSE
COMMUNITYCENTER
ARKSEURO
STASASABEMAX
COSTAGAVRASFILM
AUERERINTASTE
BRAYSYNSORSON
ANSWER TO TODAY”S PUZZLE
Puzzle by Manny Nosowsky
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B O O N D O C K S B Y  A A R O N  M C G R U D E R
Lincolnwood Pinetree 
Apartments
1 Studio,1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartments
• Lots of space
• Swimming pool
• Volleyball court 
Across from Carman Hall
345-6000
MANASSAS, Va. (AP) — A
judge Wednesday denied a
request by sniper suspect
John Allen Muhammad’s
lawyers to close a hearing on
the admissibility of potential-
ly inflammatory evidence.
Circuit Judge LeRoy F.
Millette Jr. said he will take
as many precautions as pos-
sible to prevent unnecessary
disclosure of sensitive infor-
mation.
Defense lawyers filed a
motion Tuesday seeking to
exclude certain pieces of
evidence from the trial,
which is set to begin next
month. The motion was filed
under seal, so it is not known
exactly what evidence the
defense wants excluded.
NEW YORK (AP) — For now, 42 peo-
ple are listed as missing — not dead —
on the World Trade Center death toll.
But the recent discovery of human
bones and tissue at a building near the
site could change that figure as offi-
cials seek to match DNA from the
remains to one or more of the 2,792
attack victims.
So far, the remains of about 1,520
people have been identified, most by
DNA, and 1,230 others were confirmed
dead by the courts because families
submitted proof to a judge that the vic-
tim was at the trade center or on one of
the hijacked planes.
The 42 “missing” cases have no such
proof and no identified remains.
“Those cases stay open, and will stay
open, until it has been declared a fraud,
the person has been identified, or
information comes up in another way
that closes the case,” said Shiya
Ribowsky, deputy director of investi-
gation for the city medical examiner’s
office.
Some people are listed as missing
because their remains have not been
identified or their whereabouts on
Sept. 11 cannot be established with cer-
tainty. Others may not be dead, or even
exist. A few may be trying to fake their
deaths, city officials said.
Workers helping repair the 25-story
landmark located about a block from
where the south tower stood found the
latest set of remains Monday, believed
to be from a person or people who died
in the attack.
The jetliner crashes and collapses of
the 110-story towers blew debris and
human remains throughout the area.
Part of a stairwell from the south
tower landed on the roof of the same
building where remains were found. A
woman’s pelvic bone was found there a
year ago.
The discovery came just days before
the second-anniversary of the attacks.
Days before last year’s anniversary,
the city released its first official vic-
tims’ list. Relatives and dignitaries
read aloud 2,801 names, pausing for
four moments of silence to note the two
airplane strikes and each tower’s col-
lapse, as they will this year.
By December, officials had
removed nine names read aloud that
day. One was a duplication, one was
fabricated by a woman allegedly try-
ing to defraud victims’ charities and
seven had been wrongly reported
missing.
Indiana swears in
lieutenant gov.
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
As Gov. Frank O’Bannon
lay in critical condition fol-
lowing a stroke, the state
Supreme Court formally
transferred power
Wednesday to Indiana’s
lieutenant governor.
Legislative leaders filed
a petition to transfer
power after receiving a
written statement from
O’Bannon’s doctor and
invoked a process spelled
out in the state constitution
for officially handing
power to Lt. Gov. Joe
Kernan.
“We are making histori-
cal precedent here today.
We wanted to make sure,
absolutely sure, the family
was in agreement. The
doctors were in agree-
ment,” said Democratic
House Speaker Patrick
Bauer, who joined with
Republican Sen. President
Pro Tem Robert Garton to
file the petition.
“I want to emphasize,
Gov. O’Bannon is still the
governor of Indiana, and
Judy O’Bannon is still the
first lady of Indiana,”
Garton said.
Judge denies sniper
case hearing close
Human remains found near ground zero
Kevin Sampier 
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R  
The Student Senate Wednesday night voted to approve
a resolution that would make Martin Luther King Jr. a
more visible figure in the campus building named after
him. 
The resolution, authored by senate secretary Jeff
Collier, was passed with a unanimous vote. 
“There was a lot of hatred for the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union being named after Martin Luther
King Jr.,”  Collier said.  “This is something that is 20 years
overdue. 
“This university is about to witness the resurrection of
Martin Luther King’s spirit,” Collier added after the reso-
lution was passed.  
Nancy Zegler, Chair of the senate Diversity Affairs
Committee, has plans to add more portraits of King to the
union along with the possibility of a plaque that would fea-
ture King’s, “I Have a Dream,” speech.   
The possibility of a statue of King was discussed but
was opposed by senate member George Lesica. 
“I don’t necessarily believe we should spend a lot of
money on a statue when none of the other buildings have
a statue,” Lesica said. 
A decision on a proposed bylaw change which would
give the senate external relations committee chair the
added responsibility of city council liaison was post-
poned until next weeks meeting after much debate. 
The city council liaison is responsible for meeting with
the City Council and mayor to discuss issues that affect
the city and Eastern.     
“A bylaw change is a very serious thing,” said Shuttle
Bus Committee Chair Adam Howell.  “These are the rules
we live by.  At first glance I thought it was a good idea but
right now, I don’t know if I support this. 
“To take it away from other students ... I don’t think that
looks good for us as a governing body.”  
Supporters of the change made their opinions heard at
the meeting as well. 
“Having done both jobs at the same time, this is no dig
on (Mayor) Cougill’s intelligence, but he doesn’t know
the difference between the two positions anyway,”
Lesica said. “I say vote for it because it’s not that big of
deal.”  
The city council liaison is a position currently
appointed by Bill Davidson, Student Senate executive
vice president, and then approved by the senate. 
The approval of members to new positions on commit-
tees was approved while a bill that would provide the
Student Senate with a subscription to the TImes-Courier
(ITALICS) was postponed until next week.  
The senate meets at 7 p.m. Wednesday in the Arcola-
Tuscola Room in the union.
MLK to be more visible in union 
By Carly Mullady 
C I T Y  E D I T O R  
A freight train will crash into a car Friday
morning and it won’t be an accident.
Operation Lifesaver hopes the demonstra-
tion will train visitors to practice driving safety. 
Effingham Police and Fire departments,
Effingham Railroad and the Illinois branch of
Operation Lifesaver are sponsoring the event,
which will feature a live accident demonstra-
tion. 
“Our goal is to save people’s lives,” said Rob
Doyle, associate physical education professor
and Operation Lifesaver member. “Hopefully
the demonstration will help people remember.” 
Doyle is hoping the audience members will
remember the demonstration when approach-
ing railroad tracks.
An emergency team comprised of
Effingham police and fire departments and an
air-lift crew will react to the “accident” which
will be complete with volunteers acting as “vic-
tims.”
The “victims” will have make-up injuries
similar to those received in similar accidents.
“If you get hit by a train, the chances of dying
are pretty big,” Doyle said.
The demonstration will show what kind of
injuries come from getting caught in a train’s
track.
“People try to race through and beat the
train,” Doyle said. “In that situation, if it’s a tie,
you lose.”
For this event, the train will contain only six
cars and will be traveling at Effingham
Railroad’s legal speed limit of 10 mph.
“There are trains that travel with more than
100 cars going 50-60 miles per hour,” Doyle
said. “It can take more than a mile for them to
stop on the tracks.”
Driver’s Education classes from within a 40-
mile radius were notified of the event and 200-
300 high school students are expected to attend.
“There will be bleachers set up,” Doyle said.
“Anyone who wants to go down and see it is wel-
come; it’s a good ringside view.”
The demonstration will be held just west of
Effingham Industrial Park from 9-10 a.m. and
will continue afterward at Effingham mall with
a public informational. A group of 20-30 volun-
teers planned the event.
Doyle said a test run was filmed last Friday.
He rode in the train’s engine car as it hit the
stopped vehicle at a speed under 10 mph.
The car was pushed more than 200 feet
before the train could stop.
“I was in the locomotive and if I wasn’t look-
ing out the window, I never would have known
we hit something,” he said. “The train car didn’t
jolt or anything.”
Operation Lifesaver is a safety promotion
program that began in the 1970s.
The demonstration site can be found by trav-
eling south on Interstate 57 to the third
Effingham, going east on West Fayette, turning
right at the second light to South Raney and
going south approximately one mile.
Krispy Kreme will be supplying breakfast at
the event.
City Editor Carly Mullady can be reached at
LoisLayne83@aol.com.
Planned crash to promote safe travel
“Our network usage shows there
are still a lot of individuals engaged
in music and file downloading,”
Chatterji said. Eastern’s network
equipment is set up to not prioritize
file sharing. Equipment is installed
on the network which constrains
the amount of bandwidth that can
be used for this activity.
There is low priority assigned to
downloading and high priority to e-
mail, Web traffic and messaging,
he said. They have also set this
equipment to not allow much, if
any, uploading. Uploading mostly
from university networks is what
the Record Industry Association of
America pays attention to. 
Eastern has not received notices
from record companies and movie
studios complaining about copy-
right violations, Chatterji said.
Although many other universities
have received such letters. 
Northern Illinois University in
DeKalb has received hundreds in
the past two years, said Jason
Richardson, ITS security manager.
Northern has published a pamphlet
for students and made it available
to the resident halls. 
The pamphlet explains what file
sharing is, the dangers of file shar-
ing and how to prevent those dan-
gers,Richardson said. Warnings
were published in the school news-
paper, (italics)The Northern Star
(italics), as advertisements. 
Richardson said complaints from
the music industry is substantially
less from the past two years. The
music industry would send a list of
names of students sharing files.
The university would determine
the name of the student, he said.
They were required to come in and
have a sit down face to face meet-
ing with faculty members. 
The students were to read a poli-
cy and sign a waiver stating they
would stop using file sharing pro-
grams, he said.
After two viruses disabled
Eastern’s network in late August,
Chatterji previously predicted a
third virus would hit Wednesday.
He said he thought it was a hoax
Wednesday.
Software:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 A
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Bud
Bud Light
Miller Lite
Coors Light
DJMini-Me 9-Close
BIG BEER BIG FUN
$2.50$ .50
THRASHIN
THURSDAY
T S I
T S Y
HRA HIN
HUR DA
$3.50
Long
Islands
University Board
has open positions in:
Marketing
create ads, flyers, & posters for events
Mainstage
book local bands & student entertainment
for everyone’s listening pleasure
Movies
choose films to be seen on campus
Concert Coordinator Elect
plan major concert events
Members also needed for all UB committees
Pick up applications in Student Activities Center
Due by Tuesday, September 9th
Call 581-3829for more information
Fill all the
empty seats
at your next
event...
ADVERTISE
New bin Laden video
surfaces on al-Jazeera
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — The
first video image of Osama bin
Laden in nearly two years was
broadcast on Al-Jazeera TV
Wednesday, the eve of the second
anniversary of the Sept. 11 attacks.
The al-Qaida leader was shown
walking through rocky terrain
with his top aide, both carrying
assault rifles.
In an eight-minute audiotape
accompanying the video footage, a
speaker identified as bin Laden
praises the “great damage to the
enemy” on Sept. 11 and mentions
five hijackers by name. On a sec-
ond tape, a voice said to be that of
chief deputy Ayman al-Zawahri
threatens more attacks on
Americans and calls on Iraqi guer-
rillas to “bury” U.S. troops.
According to terrorism experts,
such tapes reassure al-Qaida sym-
pathizers that the terror network is
still a force and its leaders still
active and in seeming good health.
A tape showing bin Laden would be
crucial to that effort and the timing
— a day before the anniversary of
the Sept. 11 attacks, blamed on al-
Qaida — highly symbolic.
Al-Jazeera said the tapes were
produced in late April or early
May, but the Arab satellite channel
did not say how or when it obtained
them. The backdrop in the video
resembled the border regions
between Afghanistan and Pakistan,
where U.S. officials believe bin
Laden is hiding out.
U.S. intelligence officials will
review the tapes to try to deter-
mine if they are authentic and
when and where they were made,
officials in Washington said.
Messages from al-Qaida leaders
are sometimes viewed as presag-
ing an attack.
“This is another reminder that
they continue to plot to attack us
and to attack freedom,” Sean
McCormack, a spokesman for the
National Security Council, said
Wednesday.
President Bush, asked about the
tape during a tour of forensics labs
at the FBI Academy in Quantico,
Va., said he had not heard it yet.
The Department of Homeland
Security previously said it did not
plan to raise the national terror
threat level above its current posi-
tion at yellow, the third highest of
five color-coded levels. The emer-
gence of the tape did not initially
appear to alter that course.
Feds seek to revoke citizenship
of alleged Nazi camp guard
CHICAGO (AP) — The
Justice Department asked a
federal court Wednesday to
revoke the U.S. citizenship of
a Chicago-area man accused
of serving as a guard at Nazi
Germany’s notorious
Sachsenhausen concentration
camp.
Joseph Wittje, 83, of
Bensenville was a member of
an SS Death’s Head battalion
that guarded the camp where
thousands died from starva-
tion, disease, hanging,
gassing and medical experi-
mentation, officials said.
Wittje’s attorney, Joseph T.
McGinness of Cleveland,
acknowledged that his client
was stationed near
Sachsenhausen, near Berlin,
and did belong to an SS
Death’s Head battalion but
said he never served as a
guard.
He said Wittje, a bricklayer
by trade, spent much of his
time working on construction
of air raid shelters and in a
military sports program.
McGinness, who has repre-
sented a number of alleged
and actual Hitler-era concen-
tration camp guards, said
Wittje came to this country in
1950. He said he would seek
to prevent revocation of
Wittje’s U.S. citizenship.
The complaint seeking the
revocation of Wittje’s citizen-
ship was filed by the Justice
Department’s Office of
Special Investigations, the
agency that specializes in
hunting down Nazi-era war
criminals who persecuted
Jews and others and are now
living in the United States.
“The Department of Justice
will not relent in its efforts to
identify Nazi persecutors
such as Joseph Wittje and to
ensure through legal action
that they be stripped of their
illegally obtained U.S. citi-
zenship,” said OSI director
Eli Rosenbaum.
The case was assigned to
U.S. District Judge Suzanne
B. Conlon.
The complaint said the
Romanian-born Wittje was
the village leader of a Hitler
Youth group in that Eastern
European country in the
1930s and 1940s as well as a
member of a local storm
trooper unit.
It said he entered the
Romanian army in February
1942 and joined the Nazi
Waffen SS in July 1943,
receiving the rank of private.
It said he was assigned to
Sachsenhausen as a member
of the SS Death’s Head guard
unit.
In February 1945, as the
Red Army was closing in on
the German capital, Wittje
was assigned to an infantry
unit, the complaint said.
In his 1950 immigration
papers, Wittje failed to dis-
close his membership in the
Waffen SS, which in 1946 had
been classified by an interna-
tional military tribunal as a
criminal organization, it said.
OSI said that since it began
operations in 1979, 71 of
those who took part in the
Nazi persecutions based on
religion, ethnicity or political
belief have been stripped of
U.S. citizenship and 58
deported or forced to leave
the country.
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Careers in Pharmaceutical Sales
Speaker:  Homer Wolfe, EIU Grad
TONIGHT!!!
September 11, 2003
7:00 PM
Lumpkin Hall 2030
Learn how to prepare yourself for a
successful career in this lucrative
and highly competitive field.
Learn about AMA and the benefits of
membership.
Lefty
’s
Holle
r
KARAOKE
9-CLOSE
• FULL BEER GARDEN
• BEER TUB 
$2.00 16OZ. CANS
COME DOWNAFTER BINGO
PRIZES & GIVEAWAYS
• SANDVOLLEYBALL
• 2 BEANBAG SETS
$2.00 JACKDANIELS & 
SOUTHERN COMFORT MIXERS
ATTN SACIS VOLUNTEERS:
Our first meeting of the year will be on  
9/9/02 at 6pm at the Campus Pond 
Pavilion.  We will provide dinner!  
Please contact us with your current 
address ~ 348-5033 or sacisch@mcleodusa.net
Lincolnwood Pinetree 
Apartments
1 Studio,1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartments
• Lots of space
• Swimming pool
• Volleyball court 
Across from Carman Hall
345-6000
White Russians &
Bull Dogs $2.50
MICH ULTRA PTS.
$1.75
FOOS TOURNEY 8:00
$5 ENTRY
CASH PRIZES
345-4622
Village Rentals
~Renting for 2004-2005
~Well Maintained
~All houses and 
apartments furnished
~Close to campus
~2-4 bed houses & 1,2,3
bed apts, duplexes available
Call for an appt.
345-2516
get lucky in business
advertise 581-2816
Are you tired of
getting peanuts
for pay?
Advertise In The DEN, And
Make Some Money Today!
TIED:
Ballard not thrilled with the effort
of certain players.
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
The Panthers controlled the ball well in the first
half, but did not put anything on the scoreboard as
they wasted some of the chances that the early pres-
sure provided them.
Without scoring a goal in the first half or in the two
overtime's that followed LaRoche’s goal, the Panthers
remained stagnant on offense when they had chances
to put the game away.
“We were inconsistent as a team today and, for the
most part, we haven’t shown that this year,” Ballard
said. “Things such as failed traps proved that we did
not have the intensity we needed to come out with.
“Usually that kind of stuff is not apparent with our
team because they have good attitudes, but today we
had a few crybabies. It was a good thing we saw pro-
duction off the bench today.”
Game Summary
Indiana State Eastern
Sycamores at Panthers
1 1
Goals:
Time Team Goal Assists
65:36 Indiana State  Hemkins, Claire (1) Hasser, Rachel
83:30   Eastern          LaRoche, Teri (1) Liesen, Beth
Total shots: Indiana State 25, Eastern 25
Corner Kicks: Eastern10, Indiana State 7
DOZEN:
OVC being very deliberate over its
choice of 12th school.
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
Steinbrecher uses a high school comparison for the
search of a new OVC institution.
“I like to use the example of a relationship because
it takes time,” he said. “First, there’s dating then an
engagement and finally a marriage but all this takes
time. 
Cards’ Pujols
goes deep in 10-2
win over Rockies.
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Albert
Pujols hit two home runs and
Brett Tomko pitched a six-hitter
and had two hits as the St. Louis
Cardinals beat the Colorado
Rockies 10-2 Wednesday night,
giving Tony La Russa his 2,000th
win as a manager.
J.D. Drew and Scott Rolen also
homered for St. Louis, which
remained 2 1/2 games back of
first-place Houston and moved
within 1 1/2 of Chicago in the NL
Central.
La Russa became the eighth
manager in major league history
to reach 2,000 wins. In his 25th
season — eighth with St. Louis,
La Russa is 2,000-1,782.
The 58-year-old La Russa won
522 games with the Chicago
White Sox from 1979-86; 798
games with the Oakland A’s from
1986-95; and 680 games with the
Cardinals since the start of the
1996 season.
Tomko (12-8) didn’t allow a
base runner until Garett Atkins
singled with one out in the fourth
inning. He retired the last nine to
finish his second complete game
of the season and seventh over-
all. Tomko struck out eight and
didn’t walk a batter. He threw
109 pitches — 84 for strikes.
Tomko went 2-for-3 to raise his
batting average to .291 and drove
in a run.
Pujols hit a two-run homer off
Colorado starter Scott Elarton (3-
4) as part of a five-run fourth.
The inning also featured Drew’s
towering 471-foot homer, his
14th, into the upper deck in right-
field — just the third ball hit into
the upper deck at Busch Stadium
this season.
Pujols also homered well over
the center-field fence off reliev-
er Adam Bernero in the seventh
and raised his NL-leading aver-
age to .368. He now has a league-
leading 41 homers, one better
than San Francisco’s Barry
Bonds, who played later
Wednesday. And his three RBI’s
gave him 121, eight behind
Preston Wilson, who drove in one
run for the Rockies
Rolen hit his 27th homer over
the center-field fence with two
outs in the third. He needs four
RBIs to reach 100 for the fourth
time in his career.
Charles Johnson hit his 18th
homer off Tomko in the fifth. It
was the 32nd homer allowed by
Tomko this season, most in the
league.
Elarton, making his first major
league start since being optioned
to Triple-A Colorado Springs on
June 27, allowed seven runs —
five earned — on seven hits. He
walked one and struck out none.
St. Louis second baseman
Fernando Vina made two errors
on one play in the fourth, allow-
ing the Rockies to score.
With one out and runners on
first and third, Wilson hit a
potential double-play chopper to
Vina. Rather than flip to Edgar
Renteria covering second, Vina
tried to tag Todd Helton and
missed, then threw wildly to
first, as Atkins scored from
third. 
Twins’ Santana
wins tenth in 4-
1 win over Sox 
CHICAGO (AP) — Shannon Stewart drove in a
pair of runs and Johan Santana won his fourth
straight decision Wednesday night as the
Minnesota Twins pulled within one game of the AL
Central lead with a 4-1 victory over the Chicago
White Sox.
Cristian Guzman and Matthew LeCroy also drove
in runs for Minnesota, which snapped a six-game
losing streak to the White Sox. It was only the
Twins’ second victory in their last 13 games in
Chicago.
It came at an opportune time, too. Chicago had
won the first two of the four-game series, taking a
two-game lead in the division race. But now that
lead is back down to one, with only four games left
between the teams.
Trailing 3-1, the White Sox threatened in the sev-
enth. Carl Everett led off with a single and Joe
Crede drew a walk from Santana. Both advanced on
Jose Valentin’s sacrifice bunt, giving Chicago run-
ners at second and third.
LaTroy Hawkins relieved, and pinch-hitter Brian
Daubach appeared to foul a ball off. But home plate
umpire Ed Rapuano said the ball was live, and
catcher A.J. Pierzynski grabbed it ball and tagged
Daubach for the second out.
White Sox manager Jerry Manuel argued, but the
call stood.
Pinch-hitter Roberto Alomar then worked
Hawkins to a 3-2 count before striking out to end
the threat. LeCroy gave the Twins an insurance run
with a run-scoring double in the eighth.
Santana (10-3) scattered six hits and a run in 6 1-
3 innings for his first career victory against the
White Sox. Eddie Guardado got the final three outs
for his 34th save in 37 chances.
Magglio Ordonez drove in the only run for
Chicago, which had won five straight. The White
Sox stranded seven, four in scoring position.
Jon Garland (11-11) gave up three runs and seven
 Twins are currently one game back
in American League Central division
By Matthew Stevens
A S S O C I A T E  S P O R T S  E D I T O R  
The Ohio Valley Conference is very interested in soon becoming one
of the largest basketball conference in Division 1-AA athletics.
“I don’t think it’s any secret that we are considering the option, but we
haven’t contacted anybody regarding the issue,” OVC director of media
relations Ryan Altizer said.
The OVC is being very deliberate in how it goes
about investigating the option of adding a 12th team
because the conference has to follow specific proce-
dures to broach the topic.
“I have come up with a internal document that I
use to evaluating membership issues,” OVC commis-
sioner Jon Steinbrecher said.
The one issue he recognizes must be dealt with is
regional stability because Eastern, and possibly
Southeast Missouri State are the only two schools
that would be considered to be Midwest institution
members of the eighth oldest conference.
“I would like to think that if (the OVC) were to get
that 12th team, they would try to find one closer to
the midwest area,” Eastern Director of Athletics
Rich McDuffie said.
Some of the areas of importance Steinbrecher is
looking for in a possible new institution are the finan-
cial sources’ stability, the campus culture, whether the school is private
or public, the qualities of athletics and how it may help the OVC in the
attendance category.
“We evaluate the schools based on these main principles,”
Steinbrecher said.
Once the commissioner makes the request and finds a university that
meets these requirements, it leaves his hands and is voted upon by the
other OVC schools.
“What usually happens is that a fact-finding comission is formed and
ironically, when Eastern was being considered by the OVC, I was at
Southeast Missouri and part of the group that toured and evaluated
Eastern’s qualifications,” McDuffie said.
The benefits of gaining a 12th basketball institution for the OVC is the
ability for the conference to establish two divisions of six schools which
would drastically change the organization of the brackets for the OVC
Tournament where the winner is given the automatic berth
into the NCAA Tournament.
“It’s a situation where 12 is obviously better than 11 for so
many reasons one of which is the idea of two divisions,”
Steinbrecher said. “The problem lies in how would I estab-
lish the regional boundary lines?”
The system would seem to be similar to the way the
Southeastern Conference sets up its tournament, where the
top ranked team from the east division plays the last ranked
team from the west and vice versa.
The adding of a 12th institutions would not affect the big-
money sport of 1-AA collegiate football because even if this
institution were to bring the sport to the OVC it would only
give them a 10-team football conference. This becomes a
problem when the NCAA has an established rule stating any
conference wishing to establish an extreme money making
conference championship game must have no less than 12
football schools.
“I really don’t think this process could involve football,”
McDuffie said.
The important aspect to understand for fans anticipating an extra
team very soon is the OVC isn’t pushing this policy through publicly and
drastically. According to Steinbecher, there is no specific deadline to
find the school or even begin the process of searching.
“There is no termination point to begin conversations with institutions
because of one simple fact that people need to understand, we don’t need
to add a team but it’s just an option worth
consideration,” Steinbrecher said.
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OVC baking up a dozen
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Junior midfielder Audra Frericks and Indiana State defense player Erin Wille go up for a ball
during Wednesday’s women’s soccer game. The game ended in a 1-1 tie.
Ohio Valley Conference
SCHOOL YEAR JOINED
1.Eastern Illinois 1996
2.Eastern Kentucky 1948
3.Southeast Missouri 1991
4.Austin Peay (NF) 1962
5.Morehead State (NF) 1948
6.Murray State (NF) 1948
7.Tennesee-Martin 1992
8.Tennessee State 1986
9.Tennessee Tech 1949
10.Samford 2003
11.Jacksonville State    2003
12. ???????????? ????
Tied up to a tree
 Eastern ends a 60-minute match with Indiana State Sycamores 1-1 stalemate at Lakeside Field Wednesday
afternoon. Eastern is currently 3-1-1 and will return home Sunday versus Eastern Michigan.
By Aaron Seidlitz
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Eastern almost waited
too long to get back into
its game with Indiana
State yesterday at
Lakeside Field.
The women’s soccer
team waited until there
was only a little more
than six minutes left in
the game to tie the score
against the Sycamores.  
The game remained
scoreless through the
first half and the first 20
minutes of the second
half before Indiana State
struck first. The
Sycamores scored at the
24:24 mark, when Claire
Hemkens was able to
sneak a goal past
Eastern goalie Lindsay
Dechert.  Hemkens then
moved behind Eastern’s
back line and had a shot
with only Dechert still
defending.  
The shot from
Hemkens seemed to sur-
prise Dechert as it went
straight at her while she
was trying to guess
which side it was going
to. When the shot came
right at Dechert, she was
able to put  two hands on
it but still didn’t get
enough of the shot to
stop the ball from cross-
ing the line.
After that, Eastern
finally turned up the
intensity as head coach
Steve Ballard started to
send in some fresh play-
ers from the bench.
Players such as Terri
LaRoche and Lynne
Goehler found them-
selves with opportunities
late in the game.
LaRoche was able to
capitalize on the oppor-
tunity she was given.
Finally, with 6:30 left in
the game, LaRoche
found herself with a lit-
tle room in the middle of
the field and shot high
and to the right of
Indiana State’s goalie,
Carey Patton. The shot
found the corner of the
goal and tied the score of
the game at one apiece.
“I was proud of girls
like Terri (LaRoche) and
the other girls who came
off the bench to really
produce for us,” Ballard
said. “The play LaRoche
scored on was a beauti-
ful play, and she really
came through for us.”
Besides the barrage
during the time immedi-
ately following
LaRoche’s goal, when
Eastern had four shots in
the last six minutes, the
Panthers had an incon-
sistent game overall that
disappointed their coach.
“It seemed like there
were too many chiefs for
us today instead of indi-
ans,” Ballard said after
the game. “We didn’t
work hard throughout
the game and that was
especially true with our
starters who weren’t as
intense as our reserve
players were today.”
 The Ohio Valley Conference is deliberately looking for another member which will allow for two divisions
with six teams each to make the conference more geographically balanced.
G O I N G  T H E
D I S T A N C E
John Hohenadel
S T A F F  W R I T E R
What I
would’ve
canceled
On Sept. 11, 2001, the world
as we know it was changed.
September 11 made us realize
we are not untouchable.
Because of Sept. 11, terrorism
is no longer a foreign thought.
We know it can happen on our
own turf.
Two years ago today the
whole world was put on hold,
even sports.
I sure wish they would put
this weekend’s Bears game on
hold because if they play like
they did last week, they could-
n’t beat the little giants much
less the Minnesota Vikings.
But if this weekend’s Bears
game was put on hold it would
only prolong the inevitable.
The inevitable being a Bears
loss to the Vikings. 
Last Sunday was the most
pitiful display of football I
have seen in quite some time. I
am sure most Bears fans
would agree.
Could this coming Sunday
be any worse?  
If you saw the Vikings beat
up on the Green Bay Packers
last Sunday you know as well
as I do that the Bears are in for
a beating. As if just losing was-
n’t bad enough, the Bears are
going to get beat in front of a
national audience. No, you did
not misread that last line.
Some genius decided to sched-
ule the Bears against the
Vikings as the Sunday night
game on ESPN. Now the whole
world gets to turn off the game
at halftime!
Let’s examine why the Bears
lost the way they did in San
Francisco last Sunday. We’ll
start with the offense. John
Shoop could be calling the
plays for the NFC pro bowl
team and even they wouldn’t
put up more than 7 points.
With guys like Anthony
Thomas, Kordell Stewart,
Marty Booker and the offen-
sive line, 7 points is a mega
outburst. 
Lets get our heads out of the
clouds. A cool 7 points isn’t
going to beat the Bengals on
their worst day.  
Maybe the Bears need a new
head coach. Considering Dick
Jauron can’t motivate himself
to breath, I would say the
Bears definitely need a head
coach.
If you didn’t get a good
enough look at the defense,
you did what I did. I turned the
game off early in the third
quarter. You either did that or
you weren’t paying attention
to the game because the
defense was on the field all
day. I thought the defense
looked mediocre at best. It
seems like the Bears already
miss Roosevelt Colvin and Ted
Washington. Lets just hope
Urlacher doesn’t get hurt this
year. He is the Bears.
I don’t even want to talk
about the special teams. Let’s
just say they’re um... they’re
not good.  
Besides the interception by
Mike Brown and the raw abili-
ty of Urlacher I didn’t notice
many bright spots in last
Sunday’s game. Thank God for
Chicago baseball.  
W O M E N ’ S  S O C C E R
Panther sports calendar
F R I D A Y M e n ’s  s o c c e r  a t  N o r t h w e s t e r n 4  p . m .
X - c o u n t r y  a t  B r a d l e y
V o l l e y b a l l  a t  U W  M i l w a u k e e  To u r n . 5  p . m .
S A T U R D A Y F o o t b a l l  a t  M i s s o u r i 1  p . m .
R u g b y  v s . I o w a  S t a t e 1  p . m . H o m e
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Roc Solid
Defensive coordinator Roc Bellantoni has this year’s
defense believing it can be the leader of the pack
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Bottom from left: DT Marcus Lorick, DE Kory Lothe  Top from left: LB Nick Ricks, defensive coordinator Roc Bellantoni, LB Fred Miller
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P O T E E T E  R E N T A L S  
would like to wish the
EIU Football and
Soccer teams the best
of luck this season.
GO 
PANTHERS!
www.poteeterentals.com
Photographer?  Artist?  
Writer?  Designer?
We WANT you!
All are welcome!  
Mondays @ 7 pm 1811 Buzzard
J O I N YEARBOOK!!!
By Matthew Stevens
A S S O C I A T I V E  S P O R T S  E D I T O R
It was as if Eastern defensive coor-
dinator Roc Bellantoni walked on the
Charleston campus and the attitude
changed.
The most important aspect to
Bellantoni’s revival of the Panthers
defense is the leadership quality the
upperclassmen have demonstrated in
such a short amount of time.
“We made a point for our older guys
to talk to the incoming freshmen and
explain to them things regarding this
is how it’s supposed to be done,”
Bellantoni said.
When Bellantoni arrived in 2001, he
realized how much of a rebuilding
process he had as the Panther veter-
ans were failing to help the younger
players.
“It seemed as if when I got here,
there wasn’t much leadership on this
team,” Bellantoni said. “We spent a
long time breaking bad habits that a
college football player shouldn’t
have.”
The key with the Panthers’ intensity
entering the 2003 season is a list of
goals Roc introduced and doesn’t
change regardless of the opponent.
“We have this goal board every year
that I feel we need to reach and it’s a
set of about 10-11 things we need to
achieve,” Bellantoni said.
Amazingly enough, in Eastern’s 27-0
victory over Division II California
(Pa), they didn’t meet their top goal
that evening. The Panthers were con-
vinced the Vulcans shouldn’t move the
chains and get a first down.
“We talked about it in the summer
camps that we are going to have to be
dominate every time out to succeed,”
Bellantoni said.
Last season, Eastern ranked among
the worst in every defensive category
in 1-AA football but intend to be the
strength and focus of the Panthers
success in 2003.
“We are tired of being the step-child
of the football team and with (2002
Walter Payton Award winner Tony)
Romo, (starting tailback J.R.) Taylor
and those offensive guys gone, we
gotta step up,” senior middle line-
backer Fred Miller said.
The 2003 Panther defensive leaders,
seniors Miller, linebacker and Butkus
award candidate Nick Ricks and junior
Marcus Lorick, have all adjusted to
Eastern’s aggressive system and are
more experienced players.
“We stress playing faster. The guys
have grown up and they are one year
older and mature,” Bellantoni said.
Ironically, Eastern’s defensive look
intends to confuse the quarterback by
showing the exact same look on every
snap.
“Since we have a knowledge of the
system we give the same look, but
once the ball is snapped, it’ll look dif-
ferent,” Bellantoni said. “We preach
aggressiveness here.”
With the offense adjusting to new
starters and struggling for consisten-
cy, Bellantoni’s squad is aware of the
task in front of them at least to begin
the 2003 season.
“We don’t want to be the weak link to
this team; we intend to dominate,”
Bellantoni said.
Over the last couple of games,
Eastern has tried the method of turn-
ing games into a track meet and light-
ing up the scoreboard to win games.
However, that plan hasn’t landed them
in the title game. The 2003 Panthers
may have to rely on a suffocating
defense to win their first champi-
onship. 
“We won’t be satisfied ‘till we’re in
Chattanooga (site of the title game)
and holding up that trophy,” Miller
said.                                                         
Defense ready to take leadership role
“We are tired of being the step-child of the football team and with Romo, Taylor and those offensive guys gone, we gotta step up.” - Fred Miller
 Roc Bellantoni’s defense is
filled with senior leaders Defensive starters
Left End
Travis Wanzeck So.
Left tackle
Marcus Lorick Jr.
Right end
Kory Lothe So.
Right tackle
Will Bihun So.
Outside linebacker
Jake Maurer Sr.
Middle linebacker
Fred Miller Sr.
Outside linebacker
Nick Ricks Sr.
Left cornerback
Vince Lewis Jr.
Right cornerback
Terrance Sanders So.
Strong safety
Chad Cleveland So.
Free safety
Kevin Walz So.
Defensive Coordinator: Roc
Bellantoni
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Junior linebacker Adam Jack stands after a play during a game against California (Pa.) at O’Brien
Stadium. Jack is one of several veteran linebackers on the team.
Panther Specialists
Kick returners Long snapper (field goals)
Andre Raymond Sr. Eric Johnson Fr.
Guillerme Davis Fr. Holder
Punt returners Andy Vincent Jr.
Andre Raymond Sr. Placekicker
Jermaine Mobely Fr. Steve Kuehn So.
Long snapper (punts) Punter
Travis Wanzeck So. Tom Schofield So.
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By Aaron Seidlitz
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Eastern’s football team
entered this season with fresh
faces surfacing all over the start-
ing lineup that head coach Bob
Spoo has utilized at the beginning
of the year.
Much of the attention on the
offense so far this year has gone
to the quarterback situation with
the Panthers faced with replac-
ing last year’s Walter Payton
Award winner Tony Romo.
The tandem of junior Andy
Vincent and sophomore Andrew
Harris has yet to resolve the
competition. The two signal-
callers spilt time as Vincent
started the first game of the year
against California (Pa.) and out-
played Harris who came on after
halftime.
Vincent was more efficient
against California as he complet-
ed almost 72 percent of his pass-
es for 160 yards and one touch-
down. Harris, in fewer attempts,
completed seven passes for 50
yards.
“By this weekend we should
have the quarterback situation
resolved permanently,” offensive
coordinator John Carr said. “We
have two tough kids who have to
prove themselves right now.”
While the team has to try and
make the transition from Tony
Romo to either of the two new
quarterbacks as smooth as possi-
ble, that could be a tough propo-
sition because of the inexperi-
enced offensive line playing in
front of the two signal callers.
This has raised more issues
about the offense as well. With
senior Andre Raymond taking
over in the backfield for the
departed J.R. Taylor and Vincent
now starting games, the offen-
sive linemen have more of a bur-
den placed on them because of
the new full-time players behind
them.
Although there is talent among
the new linemen, the problem is
cohesiveness as the new players
need to learn each other’s tenden-
cies and work as a unit.
“Surprisingly, replacing the
quarterback and the running
back has not been the toughest
part of the season so far,” Spoo
said. “The offensive line, because
of the youth there, needs to gel
before we become a more effec-
tive offense.”
Senior Frank Castagnoli has
become the leader of the offen-
sive line, and through his experi-
ence Spoo and the rest of the
coaching staff hope new linemen
will pick up on his good tenden-
cies.
Spoo also said he looks forward
to the future of these young play-
ers he feels will become effec-
tive in the trenches as time goes
by.
“Each game they play, they will
gain the experience they need to
become productive players,”
Spoo said. “Because those posi-
tions are a learning process to
become good, they will need to
learn as they go along.”
This problem also creates a sit-
uation offensive coordinator
John Carr needs to take into
account when trying to put
together the best gameplan for
this team to move the football.
Without an effective offensive
line, both the running game, with
Raymond, and the passing game,
through Vincent, will have a
tough time moving the ball down
field.
“The offensive line has to stick
together,” Carr said. “Everyone
from the center to the tackles
have to learn each situation to
become tougher and they have to
learn the schemes to become one
unit.”
One thing benefitting Eastern
and its inexperienced team
before they travel to Columbia,
Mo. was the game against
California (Pa.). Over the course
of that game, Eastern was able to
learn a little about its new offen-
sive line and playmakers at the
skill positions.
The team was able to make this
game an addition to its schedule
in preparation for the Missouri
game. The step-up in competition
will show what the new Panthers
are made of,  and what the team
needs to work on as they move
closer to Ohio Valley Conference
competition.
Overall, the OVC has seen a
number of changes to different
offenses across the conference.
Teams like Tennessee Tech and
Tennessee State, who usually run
passing oriented offenses, have
changed to a more balanced
offense featuring the running
game. 
As Eastern tries to figure out
what works best for its offense,
these early games against
California (Pa.) and Missouri will
give the team a chance to smooth
over the problems by the time it
plays in-conference rivals.
The early out of conference
match-ups also give Eastern a
chance to look over its OVC com-
petitors from a distance.
“It is good to see in the early
games how the team will come
together and play as one,” Carr
said. “Also we can focus on our-
selves, but also realize how other
OVC teams have changed as they
play their early games.”
A fresh-faced  look on offense
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Junior quarterback Andy Vincent contemplates a pass in a 27-0 victory against California of Pennsylvania at
O’Brien Stadium Aug. 30. Vincent is still in a battle with sophomore Andrew Harris for the No. 1 signal caller job.
“The offensive line,
because of the youth
there, needs to gel
before we become a
more effective
offense.”
—Bob Spoo
By Joe Delcorse
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The men’s and women’s golf teams have a great
deal of optimism this season with the addition of new
head coach Mike Moncel.
Moncel has worked with some of the best golfers
in the world and has an extensive knowledge of the
game.
“It is a great honor to work with somebody of his
prominence,” assistant coach Dave Rella said. “All
the players really respect him and know that he has
worked with players and helped them improve their
swing and consistency.”
The men’s team has been playing very well in
practice so far this season and are led by lone senior
Kyle Maxwell. Maxwell shot a career low last year
with a 69 in the second round of the Blue Demon
Invitational. He also led the Panthers in the OVC
Tournament, placing sixth individually while the
team finished in fourth.
The women’s team is led by senior Amanda
Minchin, who was placed on the All-OVC team for
the regular season and also the OVC All-Tournament
team last year.
“Both the men’s and women’s teams have been
shooting low in practice so far,” Rella said.” They
both need to keep their composure and transfer their
good play in tournaments.”
The men’s and women’s teams have the potential
to compete for the OVC title this season because
each team has veteran players returning from last
year along with some talented recruits to add to the
mix, Rella said.
Senior Brooke Pellock and junior Dale Morris
both had strong seasons for the Panthers last year
and will both need to continue to improve to help
Minchin get the team where he wants it to be.
The men’s team will depend on juniors Kyle
Awerkamp and Ryan Lambert to keep shooting low
to live up to the team’s expectations of a conference
title. 
The men’s first tournament was Tuesday against
Southeast Missouri while the women’s team strug-
gled against Ball St. in its season opener.
“We’re not too concerned with the women because
we think they’re just a little nervous,” Rella said.
“They’ve been playing well in practice, they just
need to improve their short game a little bit and they
will be just fine.”
The women have Western Illinois next on the
schedule Thursday, while the men will square off
against Illinois State over the weekend.
With top finishes in the conference tournament
last year, both teams proved they not only belong in
the conference but they can compete for the title.
The conference tournament will be held at Paducah
Country Club in Paducah, Ky., which may prove to
be a challenge because of the course’s narrow fair-
ways.
“Hopefully, we can continue to improve our scor-
ing around the green,” Rella said. “Both the coaches
and all the players believe they can win. Hopefully,
we can climax at the end of the year at the OVC tour-
nament.”
G O L F
A new look on Eastern golf
Women’s golf roster
Tyra Frederick Sr Park Forest, IL 
Kristin Hoff Sr Racine, WI 
Kelley Kane Jr Springfield, IL 
Monica Krauss Sr Grosse Ile, MI 
Amanda Minchin Jr Estevan,
Saskatchewan, Canada
Dale Morris So Victoria, Australia
Kerry O'Connell So Northbrook, IL 
Brooke Pellock Jr Edwardsville, IL 
Men’s golf roster
Kyle Awerkamp Jr Quincy, IL 
Matthew Holmes Sr Glen Carbon, IL 
Brandon Jutras So Ennismore, Ontario,
Canada
Ryan Lambert So Keokuk, IA 
Kyle Maxwell Jr Windsor, IL 
David Rella Sr Cranbrook, British
Columbia, Canada
Dustin Sloat Fr Charleston, IL 
Ben Wochner So Mattoon, IL 
Chris Womack Sr Mattoon, IL 
Offensive starters
Quarterback
Andy Vincent Jr.
Tailback
Andre Raymond Sr.
Fullback
Dave Campione Fr.
Flanker
Jermaine Mobely Fr.
Split end
Alfred Osborne Jr.
Right tackle
Andrew Dufrenne So.
Right guard
Jon Rueter Fr.
Center
Pascal Matla So.
Left guard
Eric Johnson Fr.
Left tackle
Frank Castagnoli Sr.
Tight end
Nick Eller Sr.
 Panthers have many
first-time players on the
offensive side
 New coach Mike Moncel gives new
outlook on experienced teams
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GO OD
LU CK
SPORTS
TEAMS
By Michael Gilbert
SPORTS REPORTER
The Eastern volleyball team is proof records can be
deceiving.
The Panthers will head into this weekend’s tourna-
ment with a less-than-impressive 3-4 record. It’s quite
possible the team will stay just above or below the
.500 mark all year long. However, this may be the last
season in some time the Panthers are not near the top
of the standings. All thanks to their magic number of
11.
Unlike baseball, this isn’t the number of wins they
need to clinch a division or make the playoffs. Eleven
is number of underclassmen the Panthers have on
their 14 women roster. One senior, two juniors, seven
sophomores and four freshmen is the exact roster
breakdown on the young team. 
Head coach Brenda Winkeler said she is no stranger
to the situation. Having 11 underclassmen has been
difficult at times, but the team appears to be respond-
ing.
“I was in a situation like this for 11 years back when
I was a junior college coach,” Winkeler said with a
laugh. “Of course, we were playing against teams that
also only had freshmen and sophomores. So (playing
against juniors and seniors with 11 underclassmen)
has been very challenging. An example was last week
when we played Bowling Green and they were such a
veteran team, but our progress as a team has been
great.”
These 11 freshmen and sophomores are not just
bench warmers whose only chance of getting on the
court is due to injury or a lopsided match. In fact,
Winkeler said many of the Panthers’ best players this
year have been said underclassmen.
“The freshmen have fit in very well,” Winkeler said.
“Mary Welch, a freshman from Chicago, is second on
the team in kills with nearly three a game. She’s also
made a big impact with her ability to dig the ball.”
Welch is not the only newcomer to produce immedi-
ate dividends for Winkeler’s group. Winkeler said
Kara Sorenson, Megan Wollin and Leanne Kreps have
all played above expectations. 
Along with what the freshmen have done, Winkeler
also is impressed with the seven sophomores on the
team. It appears Jessica Ackerman, Nikki Fowler,
Megan Kennedy, Aja Kohlbecker, Sarah Niedospial,
Heather Redenbo and Laura Schuette have all avoided
the dreaded “sophomore slump.”
“The sopho-
mores have
done a very
good job this
y e a r , ”
W i n k e l e r
said. “After
being togeth-
er for a whole
season, they
r e a l l y
matured over
the summer.”
C h a n d r a
H e n s l e y ,
Erica Gerth
and Shanna
Ruxer may be
Eastern’s lone
upperclass-
men, but each
has done their
share to help
in the learn-
ing process
for the
y o u n g e r
Panthers.
“They defi-
nitely have
helped them,”
W i n k e l e r
said. “All
three have
grade point
averages above three in the classroom. They’re are
leaders and they lead very well.”
Besides starring in the class and locker room,
Hensley, Gerth and Ruxer have played solid on the
floor.
“The three are off to a very good start,” Winkeler
said. “Erica is the team leader in kills and service aces.
Shanna is leading in hits and Chandra is back practic-
ing again after suffering an injury.”
With such a young team ready to gel together,
Winkeler believes the best is yet to come.
“We definitely have a good foundation for the
future,” Winkeler said. “We’re already getting good
contributions from the freshmen and sophomores this
year and that will continue.”
Panthers Volleyball roster
Jessica Ackerman Outside hittter 
Megan Kennedy Middle hitter
Leanne Kreps Setter
Sarah Miedospal Libero/ OH
Erica Gerth  Outside hitter
Shanna Ruxer Middle hitter
Heather Rednebo Libero
Mary Welch Outside hitter
Aja Kohlbecker Libero
Kara Sorenson Middle hitter
Nikki Fowler Setter
Megan Wollin Outside hitter
Laura Schuette Outside hitter
Chandra Hensley   Outside hitter
Head Coach: Brenda Winkeler
Assistant Coach: Aaron Roberson 
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Freshman outside hitter Mary Welch serves in the Pepsi/Super 8
Invitational. The Panthers finished second to Drake in the tournament. 
Panthers relying on a young era
 Eastern hopes a youth movement will translate into more victories in the 2003 season.  Last season’s nine wins was a low in the three
years head coach  Brenda Winkeler has been at the helm.
By Julie Bourque
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Running with the philosophy
that faith and trust in teammates
is absolutely essential, the men’s
and women’s cross country teams
have been concentrating on team
togetherness and forming unique
bonds with teammates. It is evi-
dent that both coach John
McInerney and the Panther run-
ners believe togetherness is what
they need to take them to the top
of the Ohio Valley Conference. 
Coach McInerney said the faith
and trust in teammates philoso-
phy was a tradition passed on to
him from his coach Dr. Woodall.  
“It’s a great way to train, when
your guys really care about
eachother and are pulling
eachother along instead of com-
peting with one another,”
McInerney said. “It makes it
more than lacing up your shoes
and going for a run.”
McInerney’s main goal is to put
that faith and trust in one another
in his runners’ hearts.
Senior runners Jeff Jonaitis
and Jackson Johnson explained
different rituals the men use to
form bonds with fellow runners.
One such ritual, which may seem
simple, is the team clap. Before
every practice and every race,
the leaders of the team will start
the clap. 
“At practice, it’s more of a thing
to get people together and get
their minds focused on practice.
At races, we use the clap to unite
us and distinguish oursleves from
other teams,” Jonaitis said.
Johnson also expounded on the
tradition of changing from blue
shorts to white shorts.  
“For the really big meets we
change from blue to white shorts,
just to remind us to be gutsy and
step it up a notch.”
Jonaitis also commented on the
6 a.m. practices as a bonding
experience.  
“Early morning runs, they real-
ly pull us together. Our bonding is
more of a relationship formed
throughout the season, but these
are the kind of things that really
pull us together.”
The women also participate in
things like the team clap, but off
the field activities bring them
together. Pasta dinners, weekend
activities and racing strategies
are what the women do to build
trust and faith in their team-
mates. 
The women Panthers usually
have a pasta dinner a night or two
before every race.
Junior Krissy Peters said,
“Pasta dinners bring everyone
together in a more laid back envi-
ronment. It’s important that we
have fun outside of practice too.”
Angie Simone, another junior
runner, said the women plan
Sunday trips to places like
Foxridge, Greenup and Lake
Charleston as well.  
“We will do a run then usually
make or go out for breakfast.”
Peters jokingly added, “We do a
lot of  bonding through food.”
The week before the OVC race
is also a crucial time for the
women. Throughout the week,
the women will get together and
hang out as a team.  
“We’ll usually write notes for
each other during the week;
encouraging one another and let-
ting the girls know that we’re
there. The older girls usually do
stuff for the younger girls,”
Peters said.
Peters also added that before
each race, Coach McInerney will
say a prayer for the women
encouraging them to run their
hardest.
“When we’re in uniform and
nervous before a race, coach will
say a prayer for us. It’s almost
like a special force is there help-
ing,” Peters said.
Simone really stressed the
importance of running together
during races. 
“When we run together, there is
an extra confidence. We’ll push
and pull girls up throughout the
entire race.”
A few years ago, when they
took first in the OVC, the women
even went as far as writing moti-
vational phrases on their necks. 
“Phrases like ‘Come with me’
were written on the backs of our
necks. It really did help.”
McInerney is very pleased with
both teams’ interaction this year.
“This is the biggest group of
women that we’ve ever seen, and
it is also the smoothest transition
we’ve ever had,” he said. 
“With the men, the meet at
Iowa really showed who our lead-
ers will be: Jonaitis, Johnson,
David Carlson, Zach Fairfield,
Jake Stout, and Erik Werden. The
talent is amazing, and these guys
are really pulling it all together.”
Both squads are strong this
year and are mentally and physi-
cally on their way to a great sea-
son, McInerney said. Samford,
the newest addition to the OVC,
Eastern Kentucky and Southeast
Missourri, in the women’s cor-
ner, will be Eastern’s biggest
competition. In McInerney’s
eye’s though, “These teams all
have a lot of depth, but I believe
our teams can out-depth them, if
you will.”
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a little 
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Finding some runningmates
 Panthers focus on bringing togetherness to team 
Cross Country roster
Men’s team: Year
Ryan Anderson So
Kevin Atkins Jr
Mike Begich Jr
Eric Buhot Jr
Dave Carlson So
Eric Dorsch So
Zach Fairfield So
Jackson Johnson Sr
Jordan Johnson Fr
Jeff Jonaitis Sr
Kai Karlstrom Fr
Erik Lentzkow Fr
Brian Levan So
Scott McNamer So
Nathan Pepper So
Brad Runnion So
Eric Saxton Fr
Jake Stout So
Dan Strackeljahn  So
Erik Werden Fr
Alex Yount Fr
Women’s team: Year
Megan Balas Fr
Jill Blondell Fr
Stephanie Bone Jr
Jaylee Carr So
Kristin Chandler So
Katherine Dzielski Fr
Shane Evans Fr
Nicole Flounders Fr
Nicole Milici Sr
Jessica Peach So
Krissy Peters Jr
Lizette Ruvalcaba So
Mary Beth Schmitt So
Amanda Schutte Jr
Angie Simone Jr
Emily Shimanski Fr
Susan Stamm Fr
Deb Tygrett Jr
Ashley Wallace Fr
Liz Wolodkiewcz Fr
Katie Zavodny Fr
HEAD COACH:
John McInerney (12th Year)
GRADUATE ASSISTANT COACH: 
Beth Martin
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E
Members of the men’s cross country team take a run during practice
Tuesday. 
By Andrew Sarwark 
S T A F F  W R I T E R  
Five years ago, the women’s
rugby team was approached by
the university about switching to
an intercollegiate program.
The women on the team had to
decide on which level they wanted
to compete. The girls that wanted
to stay on the club team quit. The
remaining players held together
and helped make the program
work, former player and current
assistant Michelle Reed said. 
The person behind creating the
first intercollegiate rugby team in
the nation was Debra Polka. It was
Polka who suggested the rugby
team become intercollegiate when
Eastern was looking to add anoth-
er women’s program.
At this time, Frank Graziano
was the director of national events
and director of collegiate pro-
grams for USA rugby in Colorado
Springs, CO. 
“I was somewhat familiar with
the situation at Eastern through
word of mouth and  an article in a
magazine,” Graziano said. “I com-
municated back and forth with
Polka and started the interview
process by sending her my
resume´.”
Graziano was hired in the
spring of 1999 wanting to begin a
good history to Eastern’s new
sport. 
“All the sports we take for
granted like football, basketball
and field hockey all started some-
where and evolved into what they
are today,” Graziano said. “I per-
sonally wanted to get rugby start-
ed.” 
With the addition of Graziano,
the Panther’s underwent multiple
changes. The team  became more
focused and organized than the
club team, Reed said. They start-
ed to use more strategy, which
has become more advanced over
the years, Reed said. In addition
to these changes, Lakeside Field
started to look more and more
like a rugby field. The new score-
board has made the field even
nicer.
After undergoing all of these
changes, there is one thing the
Panthers have kept the same.
They have always played a com-
petitive, clean game and do not
tolerate anything else, Reed said.
“Players on past and present
teams have always wanted to rep-
resent Eastern Illinois in the best
way,” Reed said. “Because of the
opportunity Eastern has given
them, alumni and players are
proud of what they have done.” 
In the five years since the
Panthers became intercollegiate,
some things have changed and
some things have stayed the same.
The big thing that has happened is
rugby has started to evolve each
year.
Graziano describes this process
as fun and challenging. 
“Recruiting and having the
opportunity to go out on the road
is a good thing for us,” he said.
“The downside to this is that there
are no high school rugby teams in
the nation. Most of the players on
the team were multi sports stars
in high school and will be doing
two sports here.” 
Each year the Panthers fan base
continues to grow. 
“We have a great group of par-
ents and relatives,” Graziano said.
“They attend away games, even if
they have to travel far distances.
There also is good walk-in crowds
that take interest in the game.”
Intercollegiate rugby has yet to
catch with other major Division I
schools.
“There are occasional phone
inquiries about how our program
was created, but I don’t see any
school making rugby intercolle-
giate in the next year or two,”
Graziano said.
The only school with a rugby
program is Vassar in New York,
which is in Division III. Since it’s
Division III, the rules are much
different than in Division I. Rugby
has gone relatively unnoticed,
nationwide Graziano noted.
“We really have no control or
influence over it. “ he said.
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We are having ongoing
conversations about a
name.
A name that will portray the diversity of
culture, religious beliefs, sex, sexual orien-
tation, political inclinations that esist at
Eastern.
W i t h  M i n o r i t y  I s s u e s
Get On Track 
Minority Today
LOOK FOR OUR FIRST
PUBLICATION IN OCTOBER
If you are interested in 
writing for the NEW
Minority Today, or are inter-
ested in a editor position,
Minority Today staff meets
Sunday at 5PM in Room
1811 of Buzzard Hall 
Contact Joaquin for 
more info at 
cujo@eiu.edu  or call 581-5867
Rugby catching popularity across campus
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Eastern’s rugby team has reached its fifth anniversary of being an NCAA intercollegiate sport. The rugby team is
attempting to keep the momentum going from its undefeated 2002 season.
W O M E N ’ S  R U G B Y
Women’s rugby roster
Missie Doudna Wing
Gabby Burk Prop
Amanda Nowaczyk Prop/Lock 
Stephanie Rasmusen Center
Marlise Davidson Scrumhalf
Nikki Ponce Wing
Becky Carlson Center
Cathy Cloran Fullback
Katherine Walker Lock
Laura Valcore Flyhalf
Jamie Buenzow Flyhalf
Amber Logsdon Hooker
Brittany Brown Prop/Lock
Desi Pence           Prop/Hooker
Allegra Hoppingarner 
Billie Salyers Wing
Maureen Kirby Prop/Lock
Katie Maasen Prop
Robyn Harris Flanker
Casey McLain Hooker
Jackie Jaworek Flanker
Kate Taake Flanker
Mary Archer Center
Head Coach: Frank Graziano 
 Eastern gains respect
nation-wide while
attracting new comers. 
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By Kristen Larsen
S T A F F  W R I T E R
This year Brian Holzgrafe wants to contin-
ue to grow. Being a closely knit unit, the
team’s members fight together and help each
other on their struggles.
“Having a closely knit team is something
that I have noticed at Eastern,” Holzgrafe
said.
Although the Panthers have lost some key
players on both sides, they have picked up a
few freshmen who Holzgrafe has high
regards for. 
The men’s team attracted three freshmen
in the offseason with Ryan Blankenbaker,
Charles LeVaque and Brandon Lenfert all
having significant positions on the team this
year.  
“We need to become more established this
year,” Holzgrafe said. “I don’t know how they
are going to be, but I feel comfortable with
them.” 
Last year, the men’s team finished third in
the Ohio Valley Conference Championship in
a good match versus Tennessee Tech. 
Although they had a rocky start, they
improved throughout the season and ended
with four of their six players as All-
Conference members, including key return-
ers C.J. Weber and Brandon Blankenbaker.
The men’s success also earned Holzgrafe
his first OVC coach of the year award in his
second year as coach.
After a good start this past weekend, the
women’s team is taking care of some unfin-
ished business after taking fourth in the Ohio
Valley Conference Championship last year.
“Last year was a good team, but we left the
season with a lot of should of, would of, could
of,” Holzgrafe said.
The team has already seen good things
from senior Becky Brunner and junior Sarah
Freeman, who took a share of the tournament
singles title last weekend and won the doubles
title.
The women’s team also gained three fresh-
men in the offseason Constanza Comacho,
Kimberly Keethler, and Madina Mambetova,
and Holzgrafe feels part of their success will
depend on how well the freshmen can get into
season mode.
According to Holzgrafe, this year is a
strong team with six solid singles and three
strong doubles teams. The women’s team is
hoping for a positive record and think they
can shoot for the OVC championship.
“With each woman going to her full poten-
tial, an OVC championship is possible,”
Holzgrafe said.
To do this, the women are working together
toward a common goal, and being intense and
hard working not just during matches but also
during practice.
Having high expectations
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S  
Sophomore Jill Wirtz attempting to perfectly place a ball over the net in practice.  Wirtz
will be looking to imporve on her 5-8 doubles in 2002.
Men’s tennis roster
Brandon Blankenbaker Sr.
Ryan Blankenbaker Fr.
Jason Girardin Sr.
Brandon Lenfert Fr.
Charles LeVaque Fr.
Eric Stuertz Jr.
C.J. Weber Sr.
Collin Priestner So.
Women’s tennis roster
Becky Brunner Sr.
Constanza Camacho Fr.
Sarah Freeman Jr.
Kimberly Keethler Fr.
Audra Koerner So.
Amber Lenfert Sr.
Madina Mambetova Fr.
Jill Wirtz So.
 Coach Brian Holzgrafe sees
many positives for tennis teams
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Trying to move past South Bend
By Matt Williams
S P O R T S  E D I T O R
The Eastern women’s soccer
team is ready to take it to the next
level. Making it to the NCAA tour-
nament and going to South Bend
has been the team’s goal in previ-
ous years, but this time the
Panthers want to make it past the
home of Notre Dame and win in
the tournament instead of just
showing up to play.
“You can only see Notre Dame
so much,” Eastern goalkeeper
Lindsay Dechert said. “We want
to win a few games and go some-
where nice like California.”
Last season, the Panthers were
as close as they could be to mov-
ing on to a second round game as
they brought Purdue to the limit
in a loss that went down to penal-
ty kicks.
Head coach Steve Ballard sees
the potential for good things, but
doesn’t want to get ahead of him-
self quite yet.
“We feel like we’ve got the abil-
ity and the potential to go a long
way,” Ballard said. “But we know
we have to take it one game at a
time. We just want to be as pre-
pared as possible when our con-
ference schedule begins.”
The Panther’s conference
schedule will be more difficult
this season with the additions of
Samford and Jacksonville State to
the Ohio Valley Conference.
Conference games will be even
more important because the num-
ber of spots for the conference
tournament stays the same.
Dechert welcomes the added
pressure and said the team could
benefit from the change.
“I think it’s good because it
adds more competition to the con-
ference,” she said. 
The main reason Eastern has
not been afraid of the added com-
petition and tough non-confer-
ence schedule is because this
team has a corps of strong play-
ers to fill the lineup.
“We are trying to sort through
where to play people and it’s a
great position to be in,” Ballard
said. “We have such great compe-
tition for who is going to start
each game.”
That competition is coming
from everyone on the roster -
even unproven freshmen.
“We thought several of our
freshmen can impact this team,”
Ballard said. “Every player on
this roster can play. That’s not
always been the case, but it defi-
nitely is now.”
A few of the freshmen have
already made names for them-
selves in the first few games of
the season. Because of an injury
to sophomore defender and sec-
ond team All-OVC player Lee Ann
Langsfeld, freshman defender
Amy Dix was given her spot in
the lineup.
Langsfeld has since returned,
leaving Ballard with another
option and another player to help
protect Dechert.
“Amy has been doing a good
job,” Dechert said. “It is good to
have Lee Ann back because as a
sophomore she has experience.
It’s just an addition to the
defense.”
Trisha Walter also has con-
tributed in her first year as a
Panther. The Alton native has a
goal and three assists in her first
four games.
This added depth on offense
gives Beth Liesen a little less
pressure and gives the Panthers
more than one scoring threat.
“The more people who score,
the better,” Dechert said. “We
can’t always have just one person
score.”
As for now, Dechert doesn’t
know the future of this team, but
already sees promise early on.
“We mesh really well and we all
get along,” Dechert said. “I think
it’s kind of hard to tell at the
beginning of the season on how
we will end up.”
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Freshman defensive player Vicky Garrison attempts to beat Indiana State’s Laura Gentry down the field in
Eastern’s 1-1 draw with the Sycamores at Lakeside Field Wednesday afternoon.
W O M E N ’ S  S O C C E R
M E N ’ S  S O C C E R
Success comes as a team effort for Eastern
By David Torbert
S T A F F  W R I T E R
After losing last year’s stand-
out Jason Thompson to Major
League Soccer, the Panthers are
looking to piece together a great
season in 2003.
Sophomore forward Jimmy
Klatter is expected to step up for
the Panthers, but all players are
capable of making key contribu-
tions to this year’s squad.
“It’s going to be a team effort,
but it’s good to see the other guys
respect me enough to name me
the captain,” Klatter said. “We
just have to play confident this
season.”
Head coach Adam Howarth
feels confident with his entire
roster, not hesitating to give any
one of his players playing time.
“Any combination of players
on the field will help us,”
Howarth said. “Jason
(Thompson) was a tough loss for
the team, but the players are
doing a fine job.” 
Seniors Abraham Martinez,
Chad Dumonceaux, Nick Lange
and Pat Thomas also are players
to watch as leadership could be
key with the team. Freshman
defenseman Mike Comiskey also
brings high expectations to the
Panthers’ season. Comiskey, a
Kansas City, MO native, hopes to
start his collegiate career strong-
ly and will be tested throughout
the season.
“I hope to bring leadership and
just all-out, hard-nosed defense,”
Comiskey said.
Comiskey must do a good job of
stopping the opposition and help-
ing to create more opportunity
for scoring in order to make a
good impression on the coaches
this season. If the young defense-
man can make a large contribu-
tion this early in his career, he
will be a valuable asset to the
team for the rest of his time at
Eastern, Howarth said.
Eastern lost three of its start-
ing four defenders, making
Comiskey that much more valu-
able to the Panthers.
As for the Panthers’ schedule
this season, the road will be a
very tough one throughout the
year. Playing in one of the best
conferences in the nation, the
Missouri Valley Conference, and
having a tough non-conference
schedule will prove difficult. 
“We have an extremely tough
schedule both conference and
non-conference, it should be a
good test for the team,” Howarth
said. 
The Panthers will match up
with in-state rivals Creighton and
Bradley for the last two regular
season games. Creighton is cur-
rently ranked 12th in the latest
NCAA Men’s Soccer Poll and will
remain a top contender through-
out the year. 
The Panthers will also take on
the seventh-ranked Southern
Methodist late in the season,
which will be another highly
anticipated game for this year’s
squad. SMU is favored to win the
Missouri Valley Conference this
season, while Eastern is project-
ed to finish close to last. Despite
the rough road ahead of the
Panthers, this year’s schedule
will test the depth and determina-
tion of the squad, ultimately mak-
ing the team better as the season
moves on.  
The Panthers started off the
season with a 4-1 win over Rhode
Island, and are currently 2-2 on
the season after dropping two in
a row to Oral Roberts and
Western Illinois respectively. 
The Panthers managed to
rebound on Sunday, defeating
Northern Illinois 2-1.  Next up for
the Panthers will be the
Lakefront Classic in Evanston
where they hope to take down the
Northwestern Wildcats.
 Eastern aims to do
more than just play in
the NCAA tournament
this year. 
Women’s soccer roster
Lindsay Dechert GK
Lynne Goehler GK/D 
Amanda Roesch F
Trisha Walter M
Audra Frericks D/M
Teri LaRoche F
Beth Liesen F
Lori Stutzman M/D
Lindsay Holcomb F
Amy Dix D
Morgan Frericks M
Laura Keating F
Kim Garkie M
Tiffany Groene GK
Sharyne Connell F
Rachel Dorfman M
Kayla Bryan F/M
Vicky Garrison D
Lee Ann Langsfeld D/M
Jill Nowak M
Abby Bohnenstiehl M/F
Head Coach: Steve Ballard
Assistant: Kristen Boeker
Last season’s record: 12-8-2
Men’s soccer roster
Casey DeCaluwe GK
Mike Sims GK
Nick Lange M
Jeff Stewardson M/F
Mike Comiskey D
Ryan Luckett D
Dustin Weiher M
Vik Kaushal D/M
Jimmy Klatter F
Mike Rizzo M
Kurt Krupa M
Phil Clemmer M
Matt Fuelner M/F
David Amdor D/M
Alex Felten D
Lee Burke D
Dave Brown D
Justin Ongaro M
Chad Dumonceaux M
Patrick Thomas M/F
Matt Hodges F
Brad Feige F
Matt Galanes D/M
Jeff Diehl D
Abraham Martinez M
Kyle Johnson D
Head Coach: Adam Howarth
 Howarth is relying on
the entire roster includ-
ing new players for wins. 
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Senior midfielder Chad Dumonceaux controlling the ball in the Panthers 
2-1 loss to Western Illinois Friday afternoon.
